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Frontispiece

Guy Debord, "Ufe continues to be free and easy, " c. 1959,
collage of text, postage stamp, and hand-colored figures of

soldiers pasted over a portion of Guy Debord and Asger

Jam's screenprintThe Naked City (1957), Rijksbureau voor

Kunsthistorische Documentatie, The Hague. Made as part

of Debord's correspondence with his situationist colleague

Constant, the piece was a tiny gem of situationist pot

latch (art created as a gift) and detournement (art com

posed from "diverted" aesthetic elements). Its layering

of allusions-to colonialism, war, urbanism, situationist

"psychogeography" and playfulness-was dizzying.
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INTRODUCTION

avant-garde, overturning current practices of histo-
'" ry, theory, politics, art, architecture, and everyday

life, and my fastidiously academic book can do

none of these things. This plain fact will serve to
damn it among some "Pro-situs," the radicals who
have carried the candle for situationist ideas since
the demise of the Situationist International.

Many Pro-situs seem uncomfortable that
they and their discourse are largely products of

academia, even when they are its anti-products
(here one could usefully draw upon sociologist

Pierre Bourdieu's insistence that "the full posses
sion of academic culture ;s the precondition for
going beyond school culture and acquiring a free
culture").' They apparently wish to direct the full
force of the class war against academics, an atti

tude prevalent in the foreword to a 1996 tribute to

the life and work of Debord. "One thing is for
sure," the foreword concluded, with a gravity remi
niscent of Maoism, "every word uttered by every
single academic expert on any subject whatever
during the present age ;s nothing more than a lie
paid by a publisher, policed by professors, and for

tunately not even read by anybody with any other

expectation.'" Vet for all the woeful inadequacies
of academia, it remains quite as potent-and
impotent-a means of distributing ideas as the
claustrophobic world of the revolutionary establish

ment. Strangely, little magazines purporting to be

custodians of a radical vision are not necessarily
more grassroots, trustworthy, libertarian, or effec
tive than blatantly academic texts. People have to
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"It is kngwn thiif initially the situationists wanted

, t~ry least to build cities, the environment

e to the unlimited deployment of new pas

ff c~urse this was not easy and so we
ourselves forced to do much more. And dur-

/ "\1 i the entire course of events various partial proj/ I lIe\! had to be abandoned and a good number of
, ~~r excellent -capacities were not employed, as is

the case-but how much more absolutely and

sadly-for hundreds of millions of our contempo

raries."! So wrote the situationist Guy Debord, with

typical bluster, a couple of years after the dissolu
tion of the Situationist International ("SI" for

shortl, which existed in one form or another from
1957 to 1972 and whose influence has never

quite gone away.
This book searches for the situationist city

among the detritus of tracts, manifestoes, and
works of art that the situationists left behind. I

rummage with a sense of guilt situationists did not

want to be just another avant-garde, but the last

/
/
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Situation1st International (51)
various countries, 1957-1972

Journal: Internationale situationniste

the autopsy and preservation of situation ism, the
sooner others can make something new from its
corpus. The air of mystique about situation ism,

now the reek of decay, has outlived its purpose, to
the extent that it ever had one. One is not even

meant to use the word "situation ism": "There is no
such thing as situation ism, which would mean a
doctrine of interpretation of existing facts," the sit

uationist journal fnternationale situationniste
declared in its first edition. "The notion of situa

tionism is obviously devised byantisituationists."5
Of course, situationists knew full well that

there was such a thing as situation ism, just as
anyone with a critical hold on their practice real
izes that it is subject to certain parameters, ide
ologies, and methodologies. There has to be some

way of verbally demarcati ng whatever it was that

the situationists thought they were doing by being
situationists. The situationists' caution about a
"situation ism" was a clever way of reminding them
selves of the dangers of becoming "academic" in
their procedures, a fate that had befallen their

avant-garde predecessors, the surrealists, "policed"
as they were by their spokesman Andre Breton. But
as a way of throwing academics off the scent forty

years later-well, no tactic could be more misguid

ed than denying the existence of situation ism.
Academics are precisely the people with the time

and inclination to unravel such riddles.
I reserve for academics my apology for the

reductionist tactics of this book. I have concen

trated on the earlier phase of situationism, when

3 > Introduction

take what they can from where they can in con

structing their interpretation of the world: that,

surely, was one lesson of situation ism.
Yes, situation ism has become the subject of

academic study. As Simon Ford has noted in his

bibliography of The Realization and Suppression of

the Situation/st International, "The explosion of

interest that erupted in 1988-1989 [in the wake

of the Institute of Contemporary Arts/Centre

Pompidou exhibitions on situation ism] is in
abeyance, but this is being replaced by a much

more deeply rooted academic project; books will

appear which say more and more about less and
less.'" This, frankly, is just such a book. Whereas
studies so far have tended to discuss situationism
within broad political and cultural contexts, this

book takes perverse care in extracting situationist
architectural theory from a revolutionary program

that attempted to confront the ideological totality

of the Western world. Situation ism's broadside

attack left its mark upon the libertarian left, the
counterculture, the revolutionary events of 1968,
and more recent phenomena from punk to postmod

ernism. But over time it sidelined the art theory that
had been the springboard of the entire endeavor.

And so, paradoxically, the focus of this book

upon issues of art and design may serve to deepen
and widen understanding of situationism. That is
its unashamed aim. I have tried to keep it concise
in the hope that readers may reach the end. I have
tried to locate situation ism in history, where it
belongs: the sooner that historians have completed

J

COBRA
Copenhagen, Brussels, and Amsterdam,

1948-1951
Journal:COBRA

International Movement for an Imaginist Bauhaus
(IMIB)

Albisola and Alba, 1954-1957
Journal:Eristica

First World Congress of Free Artists
Alba, September 1956

~

Lettrist International Ill)
Paris, 1952-1957
Journal: Potlatch

Lettrist Group

Paris, 1946-

Figure 0.1

A diagram of situationisms genealogy, showing the princi
pal groups and journals that formed early situationism.
There were two main lines, one expressionist, originating in
the COBRA group, the other conceptual, and gathered
around lettrism.
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art, architecture, design, and urbanism were still
primary concerns for the movement. I have sup
pressed the considerable differences among the
avant-garde groups that contributed to situation

ism, instead drawing out their common ground.
And I have claimed this common ground for situ
ationism because the nexus of ideas that I want

to explore in this book was almost completely for
mulated in the decade before the Situationist
International finally inaugurated it as a program.
Subsequently I have chosen to identify the people

who formulated these ideas as "situationists." To
find another name for people whose ideas were
clearly so important to the formation of the

Situationist International seems unnecessarily
cumbersome, though readers should constantly

bear in mind that officially there was no such

thing as a fully fledged "situationist" before
1957 (fig. 0.1).

The poverty of modernism

The inauguration of the Situationist International
was rather inauspicious. In July 1957 eight dele
gates, "in a state of semi-drunkenness," met in a
remote bar in Italy.' The delegates represented two
key groups, the International Movement for an

Imaginist Bauhaus, and the Lettrist International. A
third "group," the London Psychogeographical

The Situation/st City 4 >

Association, was represented by its only known
member, Ralph Rumney.'

This was a fruitful conjugation of rather odd

bedfellows. The Lettrist International (1952-1957),
dominated by Guy Debord, was inclined toward the
minimal and conceptual rather than the visual.8 In
contrast, the founder of the Imaginist Bauhaus

(1954-1957), Asger Jam, preferred a hands-on,
expressionist approach to the production of art. The
Lettrist International was specifically urban, ground
ed in Paris, while Imaginist Bauhaus activity, located

in the provincial Italian towns of Albisola and Alba,
became physically removed from the metropolis.

Yet both strands were highly politicized at a

time when it was fashionable for avant-gardes to

disengage from notions of social revolution. The

will to keep expressive social revolution at the core
of the avant-garde project had preoccupied Jam's

alma mater, the pan-European COBRA group of
artists and writers (1948-1951). COBRA, an

acronym of Copenhagen, Brussels, and Amsterdam,

was a common front of groups from those cities,
and their thought was a formative influence upon
situationismj for example, Constant Nieuwenhuys
(or plain "Constant," as he preferred to be
called), another leading light of COBRA, joined

Jam as a founding member of the Situationist

International.' COBRA's political and artistic
unruliness was a gesture against the regulation of
politics and art, a refusal of both socialist real

ism and abstraction, the artistic "house styles" of
the cold war (fig. 0.2). In Paris, meanwhile, Guy

Figure 0.2

Constant, A nous la liberte (To us, liberty), 1949, oil on
canvas, Tate Gallery, London. The painting, which typically
for a COBRA work combined figurative and abstractive ele
ments, was later retitled Apres nous la liberte (After us, lib
erty) in protest against the stasis of postwar politics.
Constant's immersion in situationism later led him to virtu
ally abandon painting in favor of architecture, while retaining
the sense of playful energy apparent in his COBRA period.

Debord led the Lettrist International away from its
parent, the Lettrist Group (founded 1946), in a

conscious attempt to politicize lettrism's esoteric

exploration of language.
A copy of the Lettrist International's glori

ously low-budget review of politics and art,

Potlatch, was passed to Jam in 1954. Hereupon

the friendship between the Lettrist International
and the International Movement for an Imaginist
Bauhaus, and between Debord and Jam in particu

lar, was cemented by correspondence, copublica

tions, and exchanges of personnel, although it was
largely by default that the issue of design found

itself at the center of a program to revoiutionize

the practices of art and life. None of the main
players in the formation of situation ism were

designers or architects by profession, and precious
few showed any real ability in the area as it was

traditionally defined. In 1954 the architect and
designer Ettore Sottsass, Jr., already a rising star,
was drawn into the Imaginist Bauhaus, only to

leave three years later in disbelief at the situation
ist movement's increasing aggression and lack of
professionalism. 1O "A movement formed by genius
es like you and your French friends is out of my
depth," he wrote sarcastically in his resignation
note to Jam." It was an attitude that mattered not

one jot to those who remained loyal to situation
ism. The benign professionalism of architecture
and design had, in their opinion, led to a steriliza

tion of the world that threatened to wipe out any

sense of spontaneity or playfulness.

5 > Introduction

Situationists hankered instead after the "pio

neer spirit" of modernism. They were nostalgic for
a time when artists, architects, and designers had
pursued disparate, open-ended experiments; for a

time when the conditions of modern life-above
all, the relationship between "man and machine"
had been addressed head-on; for a time when fun

damental shifts in thought, like those engendered
by Marx, Freud, and Nietzsche, still felt fresh and

vital; and for a time when general revolution was
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Figure 0.3

"Maximum and normal horizontal work surfaces, " illustra
tion from Raoul Vaneigem, "Commentaires contre I'urba
nisme:' Internationale situationniste, no. 6 (1961). The
diagram, used as an example of design ~ rationalization and
reification of the body, was derived from U.S. industrial
designer Henry Dreyfuss's ergonomic and anthropometric

studies.

regarded as necessary, even inevitable. The situa

tionists were hazy about the precise dates of this

golden age, but they assimilated a cornucopia of

sDurces-from the arts and crafts movement and

the Deutscher Werkbund to expressionism, cubism,

futurism, constructivism, De Stijl, the Bauhaus,

dadaism, and surrealism.

The situationists were acutely aware of the

task bequeathed them by such august predeces

sors: "there has been a notable progression from

futurism through dadaism and surrealism to the

movements formed after 1945," Debord announced

to the founding meeting of the Situationist

International. But he warned his audience that "at

each of these stages ... one discovers the same

totalistic will for change; and the same rapid crum

bling away when the inability to change the world

profoundly enough leads to a defensive withdraw

al."12 The pioneer avant-gardes seemed either to

have become self-critical to the point of virtual dis

solution, like dadaism and surrealism, or to have

abandoned programs of outright revolution in order

to procure patronage. 13

This, situationists believed, had been the

fate of the modern movement in architecture and

design. Sometime in the 1920s, at the Bauhaus,

in the pages of Le Corbusier's modernist mani

festos, and through the 1928 foundation of the

Congres Internationaux d'Architecture Moderne

(International Congress of Modern Architecture),

the modern movement had cleaned up its image,

systematically sidelining unruly and eccentric

The Sltuationist City 6 >

expression isms in favor of a "functional," "ratio

nal" program for universal clean living (fig. 0.3).

Functionalism and mass production, once embraced

as ways of delivering innovative "good design" to

the masses, seemed to have gradually merged with

the productivist values of capitalism and state com

munism, workers remaining appendages to the

machine rather than its masters.

Internationale situationniste assessed the

legacy of functionalism:

Its positive contributions-the adaptation to practical

functions, technical innovation, comfort, the banishment
of superimposed ornament-are today banalities. Yet
although its field of application is, when all is said and

done, narrow, this has not led functionalism to adopt a
relative theoretical modesty. In order to justify philo

sophically the extension of its principles of renovation

to the entire organization of social life, functionalism
has fused, seemingly without a thought, wilh the most

static conservative doctrines {and, simultaneously, has
itself congealed into an inert doctrine).14

Figure 0.4

Satirical photograph of COBRA's Christian Dotremont tak
ing the measurements of a Mondrian, at the home of

COBRA architect Aldo van Eyck, Amsterdam, 1949. The
implication was that the sort of mainstream modernism
embodied in Mondrian organized form and space with

fanatica! Cartesian zeal.

Modern movement rationalism, rooted in the belief

that the problems of the real world could be

resolved by reason, had started out as a deeply

humanist project, championed by the left and ded

icated to the fostering of social progress and

democracy. But for situation ism, this sort of

progress had come at an unacceptable price.

Rationalism had insisted that collective interest

take priority over individual interest. Situationist

radicais felt differently, genuine social progress did

not subsume the individual, but maximized his or

her freedom and potential.

COBRA artists despised the rationalist grid,

so beloved by Piet Mondrian and Le Corbusier, as a

metaphor for the regulative practices of the state.

in 1948 Constant compared it to the "objective,

abstracting spirit of the bourgeois world," and

Christian Dotremont related it five years later to

"the order which rules in Warsaw" (fig. 0.4).15 The

triumph of reason had left no space for imagination

or expression: writing in the first edition of

COBRA's journal, Michel Colle mourned the disap

pearance of expressionist and surrealist tendencies

in architecture, complaining that, under "the pre

text of putting a little order and discipline back into

architectural expression," Le Corbusier and his

allies had instituted an architecture of "right

angles" and "cadaverous rigidity."" In Colle's judg

ment, the rationalization of the environment was

having the very opposite effect upon mass con

sciousness from that once promised by the Gestait

and behavioral theories of the modern movement.

7 > Introduction

Colle noted "the state of total and passive submis

sion" experienced by "the man in the street placed

before the architectural phenomenon," and he felt

that the Corbusian concept of the functional

"machine for living in," rather than liberating the

common man, was interring him as a component of

functionalist society. "We have been given the

machine for living in, where very often nothing is

sacrificed to the only truly human parts of life, to

poetry and to dream. There is worse: for our intran

sigent rationalists, a residential building can be

nothing other than the superimposition of four, ten,

any number of linked machines for living in....

The ambiance is overwhelming, at the end of his

day, man quits his factory for working in for his fac

tory for eating and sleeping in."17

As a dramatic reversal of this contemptible

domestic Taylorism, GOnther Feuerstein submit

ted his 1960 proposals for "impractical flats" to

SPUR, the German section of the Situationist

International. 18 By declining labor-saving devices,

devising tortuous routes through his apartment,

and fitting it with noisy doors and useless locks,
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Feuerstein refused to allow his own home to
become another cog in the mechanized world. It

would no longer protect him from the environment

nor the sensations of his own body: ripping out his
air conditioning and throwing open his windows, he
could swelter, shiver, and struggle to hear himself

think above the roar of the city; later he might

bump and hurt himself against one of the myriad

sharp corners in his flat, and sit at his wobbly table

and on his uncomfortable sofa. Or he might unwind

by throwing paint against the walls and drilling

holes through them, filling out his flat with traces

of his own ideas and history.
And so situationism took over the negotia

tions between reason and imagination, and
between the individual and the social, that Andre

Breton had once tried to pursue with Le Corbusier,

when Breton had proffered his opinion to Le

Corbusier that modernist functionalism was "the
most unhappy dream of the collective uncon

scious," a "solidification of desire in a most violent
and cruel automatism."" Although the impact of

rationalism on building production between the

wars had invariably been controversial and relative
ly limited, at least outside France, Holland, and

Germany, a new generation of modern movement
zealots was emerging after the Second World War.

Rationalism's transcultural aspirations had been
clear ever since Henry-Russell Hitchcock and
Philip Johnson titled their classic 1932 survey of

modern architecture The International Style, and as

postwar European reconstruction got underway, the

The SituatiDnist City 8 >

"International Style" was poised to live up to its

name, becoming the paradigm of successive
schools of architecture and public planning depart

ments throughout Europe and the United States."

Perhaps the most radical of the schools was

that planned by the Swiss sculptor Max Bill, an ex

Bauhaus student and publisher of the third volume.

of Le Corbusier's Oeuvre complete." In 1953, Bill

approached Asger Jorn, interned in a tuberculosis

sanatorium with his ex-COBRA colleague Christian

Dotremont, altering work at his "new Bauhaus," the

Hochschule fur Gestaltung at Ulm, Germany. Bill

would rue the day he made the alter, since Jorn,

who had worked in Le Corbusier's studio in

1937-1938 (executing mural decoration for the

Pavilion des Temps Nouveaux), seized the opportu

nity to renew the debate with rationalism. The overt

ly rationalist, even technocratic syllabus planned by

Bill sparked an antagonistic debate between the two

men during 1954, spilling over from private corre

spondence into the very pUblic arena of the Tenth

Triennale of Industrial Design in Milan.22

Jorn's summary of his dispute with Bill-in

three lines, extracted from their correspondence in
early 1954-illustrated well the situationist struggle

to retrieve the pioneer spirit of the modern movement.
"Bauhaus is the name of an artistic inspiration," Jorn
wrote to Bill. "Bauhaus is not the name of an artistic

inspiration," Bill replied, "but the meaning of a move

ment that represents a well-defined doctrine." "If

Bauhaus is not the name of an artistic inspiration, it
is the name of a doctrine without inspiration-that is

to say, dead," Jorn concluded.23 Jorn accused Bill of
misrepresenting the ideals of the original Bauhaus in
order to guarantee the continued status of rationalism
and functionalism as modernist paradigms. As Jom
pointed out, expressionist tendencies had been emi
nently represented at the Bauhaus, and rationalism

had only been the passing outcome of an ongoing

artistic experiment, artificially terminated when the

Nazis closed the school in 1933.24

If Bill's Bauhaus couldn't accommodate alter

natives to rationalism, then Jorn's would. By 1955

Jorn's International Movement for an lmaginist
Bauhaus had set up shop as a new meeting place for

fringe and dissident artists, at the studio of artist

Giuseppe Pinot-Gallizio in Alba, Italy. Max Bill's res

ignation from Ulm was announced the following year

"with pleasure" by Potlatch, which had been moni

toring Jorn's mission for two years. 25 Supplemented
by various theoretical writings of 1955-1956, the

debate with Bill provided a nucleus for Jorn's sprawl

ing situationist treatise Pour fa forme: ebauche
d'une methodologie des arts (In defense of form:

outline of a methodology for the arts), published by

the Situationist International in 1958.26

Situation ism was not quite alone in its thor
oughgoing reassessment of modernism. The American
urban historian Lewis Mumford, for example, had
been a severe critic of urban technological culture
since the 1920s, influencing not only the situation

ists but many professional planners and architects as

well. But his solutions, founded upon his admiration

of the garden city principles of Ebenezer Howard,

9 > Introduction

were antithetical to the crackling urban energies
embraced by the young guns of situationism. The big

city was about to gain one of its greatest advocates in
Jane Jacobs, whose passion for metropolitan life and
despair with the planners and architects meddling

with it were all the more impressive for being less
highly strung than situationist writings; her book The

Death and Life of Great American Cities was pu b

Iished in 1961.27 For the time being, situationist

sensibilities were most akin to those of the young
British artists and theorists gathered around the

Independent Group, which met from 1952 to 1955

as a forum for avant-garde discussion at London's
Institute of Contemporary Arts (lCA), and which

affected ICA policy for a decade or more to come.

In many ways it seems a relatively short hop

from the positions staked out by situationism to the

Independent Group and its associated architectural

pressure group Team 10. The Situationist Internation

al cheekily used the ICA's Dover Street building as its

London address." Ralph Rumney, a founding member

of the SI,was an ICA regular-in his "psychogeo

graphical report" on Venice, he related his exaggerated

horror at coming across the "Dover Street playboy,"

former Independent Group convener Lawrence
Alloway, on the Rialto Bridge." When it expelled

Rumney, the Situationist International lost its direct

link with the ICA, though it enjoyed the presence in

London of its ally, the Scottish writer Alexander

Trocchi, whose Project Sigma campaigned for a
British version of the Imaginist Bauhaus. The

Situationist International held its conference in
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Figure 0.5

Le Corbusier, Villa Stein, Garches, France, 1927. The
building, one of Le Corbusier's "machines for living in"
and an icon of rationalism, was still the subject of consid
erable discussion among architects in the late 1940s and
early 1950s.

London in 1960, taking the opportunity to attend a
meeting about situation ism at the ICA, chaired by

former Independent Group member Toni del Renzio.
For both the situationists and the Independent

Group, the International Style's pretensions to repre
sent the universal truth of technology were now histo

ry. As the plaster rendering cracked on Le Corbusier's
1927 Villa Stein, the likes of Independent Group

architects James Stirling and Alison and Peter

Smithson and Independent Group historian Reyner

Banharn were confronted by the plain evidence that a
modern movement icon had been built by bricklayers,
not machines (fig. 0.5).30 Rationalism was not quite

as rational as was once thought Its so-called
"machine aesthetic" was really a fashion, not a
necessity. Potlatch called it a "neo-cubist crust" or

"scab," offering a withering review of the trend
among young French rationalists to "daub" their

buildings with color. 31 The mere abandonment of the
whiteness considered de rigeur by interwar rational
ism did not redress the architecture's propensity to
deteriorate, nor disguise the "spiritual and creative

povertY" of "the daubers," "their lack of plain human
ity."" For both situatlonists and Independents, it was

time to discover some new truth that might replace

the dishonesty of rational ism.
And similar routes out of the impasse

occurred to both. They agreed that it was time to
rediscover the original impulses of modernism. Jorn
recognized the worth of modernism's humanist
impulse to obtain "a true ambiance, created to the
measure of man"" through the unification of the
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arts under the umbrella of architecture, while

Alison and Peter Smithson blamed the demise of

modernism not upon its pioneers but upon the
lumpen mass of followers. Indeed, Le Corbusier

himself seemed to be revising the principles of
modern architecture in light of the excesses of
rationalism, anticipating the spirit of "informality"

that characterized many of the postwar avant
gardes, from COBRA and abstract expressionism to

the so-called art autre (other art).34 The informal

architectural approach proposed by the Smithsons,
dubbed the "new brutalism," could be recognized

stylistically by its uncompromising exploration of

the structures and textures of modern architecture;

but it aspired as well to a much larger humanist
agenda, addressing not just architecture but cul

ture at large. Jam's demand that modern building

should express "a source of poetic sensation" now
found an analogue in new brutalist manifestoes:
"Brutalism," the Smithsons wrote in 1957, "tries

to face up to a mass-production society, and drag a

rough poetry out of the confused and powerful

forces which are at work."" The happy suggestion
was that the postwar world of mass production and

mass society actually harbored all sorts of diver

sions from pure rationality, both in architecture
and in everyday life. Situationlst and Independent

Group interest in mass culture was exemplified in a

neo-dadaist sentimentality about everyday objects,

a fascination with advertisements and magazines, a
desire to intervene in fashion, a recognition of pop

ular music as a valid culture, and attentiveness to
unplanned places, buildings designed without
architects, and industrial design.

By the late fifties, indeed, interest in the

everyday life, space, and culture of the masses was
mushrooming in British and American pop art and

in French nouveau realisme, though rarely in as
serious and confrontational a way as the situation
ists would have liked (fig. 1.3). COBRA and the

imaginist Bauhaus had always appreciated the

connection between their anarchic critique of
rationalism and the politics of the hard left, and
Debord and the Lettrist International pushed for

the formulation of a full-blown revolutionary pro-
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gram addressing the culture of everyday iife. in
1956 the Lettrist International sent Gil J. Wolman

to Alba, to attend the "First World Congress of Free

Artists." Organized by the Imaginist Bauhaus, the
grandly named World Congress boasted no more

than a dozen delegates, but crucially it found the

common ground "relative to urbanism and to the
uses to which it can be put" that would unify the

Situationist International the following year. 36 In

short, the Situationist International aimed to con

vert avant-garde interest in everyday space and
mass culture into a revolution,

There was an urgency in all of this. The

Parisian built environment had not encountered
a stylistic revolution as authoritative as mod
ernism since the Renaissance, and the Lettrist

International, sensing that modernism's functional
ist and rationalist tentacles were about to squeeze
its Left Bank bohemia to death, insisted that politico

artistic struggle be played out at the ultimate
level-that of the city itself. "Political economy,

love, and urbanism are the means that we must
command for the resolution of a problem that is

above all of an ethical order," the Lettrist
International announced, as it busied itself with

creating a framework for direct intervention in the
human environment.37 Between 1954 and 1956
Potlatch introduced its readers to the nexus of
ideas that this book explores, psychogeographie
("psychogeography"), detournement ("diversion"),

derive ("drift"), situations ("situations"), and
urbanisme unifaire ("unitary urbanism"),38
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For a fuller picture of the revolutionary poli

tics of the Situationist International, readers should
consult other literature on situation ism, and, of
course, the movement's own texts. But in this book
I concentrate on the early situationist program and

so try to save it from the obscurity to which it was
later banished by the Situationist International-in

1964 Debord was openly embarrassed by "the fan
tasies left over from the old artistic milieu."39
Contradictions in the Situationist International's
artistic program had occasionally been admitted to

until, in the early 1960s, situationist "hard-liners"

demanded that such contradictions be resolved.
"There is no such thing as 'situation ism' or a situa
tionist work of art," Raoul Vaneigem declared in

1962, shortly after joining the movement. "Our

position is that of combatants between two

worlds-one that we don't acknowledge, the other
that does not yet exist. "40 No longer would the

Situationist International tolerate prerevolutionary
attempts to design the architectural form, or

indeed any form, of postrevolutionary society. The
intensely critical turn that situationist theory took

after the first few editions of Internationale situa

tionniste effectively terminated the direct situation
ist interest in art and urbanism, leaving Constant's
amazing vision--of the situationist city as a "New
Babylon"-out in the cold.

In any case, it seemed that the Situationist

International quickly lost control of its architectural
theory, which seeped into various avant-garde
attempts to reinvent modernism as "structuralism,"
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"experimental architecture," and "anti-design."
Even though some of the "old artisti, milieu" ral

lied in 1962 as the Second Situationist
International, its journal The Situationist limes

showed little interest in the building of the situa

tionist city. The Second Situationist International

returned to the countryside, building its base in a
Swedish farmhouse which it proclaimed as the
"Situationist Bauhaus. "41

The organization of this book

This book considers situationist design theory in

three main parts. Situation ism was predicated
upon a critique of the environment as it currently
existed, and this critique is outlined in the first

part, "The Naked City." The second part,
"Formulary for a New Urbanism," examines situa
tionist principles for the city and for city living; and

part three, "A New Babylon," describes the designs

actually proposed for the situationist city.
I hope that this makes the book fairly easy to

follow. But in case it settles readers' ideas about

situationism too much, I end this introduction by
siding with my imaginary Pro-situ detractors. Early

situation ism was never quite as containable as
this book might make it seem. When the word

"situationist" was first published, Potlatch insist

ed that "in their final development, the collective

constructions that please us are only possible
after the disappearance of bourgeois society, of its

distribution of products, and of its moral values. "42

Situation ism was founded upon the belief that gen
eral revolution would originate in the appropriation
and alteration of the material environment and its

space. Activities that have not shared this aim have
a poor claim to being situation is\' that this book
could provoke a round of dilettante "situation con

structing" in schools of art and architecture is a
prospect too dreadful to contemplate.

And if in taking this stance I seem to be

treating my subject a little too seriously, I ought to

contrast it with the sublime attitude of situationists

themselves. Architecture featured in Guy Debord's

earliest writings for the Lettrist International and in

his last film, Guy Debord: son art et son temps

(1994)." At the beginning of his career, architec

ture seemed to Debord to be bursting with revolu
tionary potential, but at the end he represented it

as if its possibilities had tragically expired. Even

the removal of the excesses of modernism, the film
noted, has become a meaningless spectacle, with
stage show demolitions of the high-rise estates in

which a generation of working-class people had
been interred. Debord, inevitably a central figure in

this study, apparently took his own life shortly after

completing the film, dying with the same charisma

that he enjoyed when living. 44
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REALITIES DF DESIGN AND SPACE LAID BARE

convener Lawrence Alloway started out in apparent
acCord with situatlonism by refuting the idealism of
the rationally planned city. "Nowhere are 'perma

nent' formal principles less likely to survive intact,"
Alloway reckoned, "than in the crowded, solid city.
: , . The past, the present, and the future ... over

lap in a messy configuration. Architects can never
get and keep control of all the factors in a city
which exist in the dimensions of patched-up,

expendable, and developing forms, "2 Yet Alloway

reached conclusions diametrically opposed to those

of situation ism, complaining that the only problem
with the spectacle of London's electrically bill

boarded Piccadilly Circus was its inferiority to

equivalent American displays. "Related to the neon
spectacle," Alloway enthused, "are other aspects of

the popular environment," such as "the LP environ

ment at airports, restaurants, bars, and hotel
lounges, of light and long-lived pop music that

extends radio and TV sound outside the house and

into a larger environment."3
For situationists, such phenomena were little

more than the untrustworthy glamorization of state

and corporate power, unrelated to the requirements
of ordinary people and their more fully lived lives.

"Many techniques do more or less markedly alter
aspects of everyday life, the domestic arts .. , also

the telephone, television, the recording of music on
long-playing records, mass air travel, etc.," Guy
Debord admitted in 1961. "But on the whole this

introduction of technology into everyday life

ultimately taking place within the framework of

'.

.'

•
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THE NAKED CITY
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One only appreciated sperate neep to take

Jlctio'n/over the city, sit ists felt, ol\ce oQe had
seen through the veil a ent dra~e.d o\er it
by planning and capi ne peeled away this

official representatio odernity and urban-

ism-this "spectacle, ' uationistSfermed the
collapse of reality into the streams of images, prod

ucts, and activities sanctioned by b,usiness and
bureaucracy-one discovered the authentic life of
the city teeming underneath.'

It was this sense of the spectacle as the bar

rier, rather than the gateway, between the avant
garde and the making of a better world that

straightaway put situation ism at odds with compa

rable avant-garde attitudes, Some members of
Britain's Independent Group, for instance, argued

that mass consumption and the capitalist spectacle

were things that intellectuals would simply have to
come to terms with if they were to appreciate the

revoiutlon of space taking place in the eiectric city.

In his 1959 "City Notes," Independent Group ex-
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Figure 1.1

"Tonight, the spectacle at home," "Unconscious advertis- II>

ing," illustration from Internationale situationniste, no. 8
(1963). Situationists recognized in television an explosion

in the power of the "spectacle" of modernity sufficient to
affect the perception of real space.

modern bureaucratized capitalism-certainly
tends rather to reduce people's independence and
creativity. The new prefabricated cities clearly
exemplify the totalitarian tendency of modern capi

talism's organization of life: the isolated inhabi

tants ... see their lives reduced to the pure
triviality of the repetitive combined with the obliga

tory absorption of an equally repetitive spectacle.'"

Dumbstruck by the condition of modern Paris,
Debord drew on a speech from Macbeth to endow

his critique of the spectaCUlar city with the proper

sense of tragedy: "from any standpoint other than

that of police control, Haussmann's Paris is a city
built by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying

nothing."5 Situationists Attila Kotanyi and Raoul

Vaneigem described more recent attempts at

urbanism and its associated spectacle as
"nothingness"-"Urbanism is comparable to the
advertising propagated around Coca-Cola-pure
spectacular ideology"-while Internationale situa
tionniste provided case studies of the way in which
the spectacle had even invaded the bleak new

social housing programs.' The estates had been
used as locations for fashion shoots and for the test

ing of prefabricated plastic "bistro-clubs," "a

seductive showcase" designed, the journal claimed,
"as an instrument of supplementary control on the
way to the total surveillance of production and con
sumption," even accommodating rising youth
delinquency. "The candidly avowed recourse to the
aesthetics of the shop window is perfectly illumi

nated by the theory of the spectacle: in the
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de-alcoholized bars, the consumers themselves
become spectacular."7 The new estates were exper
imental spaces for the refinement of the electronic

spectacle, "atomized to the extreme around each
television receiver, but at the same time stretched
to the exact dimension of towns" (fig. 1.1).'

Vaneigem refused to distinguish the urban

'Ism of communist and capitalist states: "Urbanism
and information are complementary in both capital
ist and 'anti-capitalist' societies; they organize
silence." In both the East and the Wes!, he

claimed, "the ideal urbanism is the projection in
space of a social hierarchy without conflict. Roads,

lawns, natural flowers, and artificial forests lubri

cate the workings of subjection and render them
amicable." It had to be understood that urbanism
regulated the body and mind as well as architec

ture. "In a novel by Yves Touraine," Vaneigem
recalled, "the State even offers retired workers an
electronic masturbator; economy and happiness
find themselves complete."9

Situationists never denied that the city of

power and capital was seductive. It had fascinated

avant-gardes before them, from the impressionists

Figure 1.2

Page from Asger Jorn with Guy Debord. Fin de Copenhague,
1957, sceenprinted book. The book, purportedly collaged
together after a single trip to a Copenhagen newsstand, lam
pooned the experience of modernity.

to the futurists. But situationists insisted that the

spectacle was merely a manufactured wonderment,
a hype that concealed real processes of exploita

tion. Situationists noted the apparent blunting of
class awareness in the West at large (by 1956
there were more white-collar than blue-collar work

ers) amidst the economic expansion fueled by

Marshall aid in Europe and the Monnet Plan in
France, growth that massively increased the aver
age worker's purchasing power for consumer goods
and leisure. lO But the result was an increase in a
standard of living only narrowly defined, situation
ists argued. Asger Jam and Guy Debord satirized

the empty heart of the spectacle in their 1957
book Fin de Copenhague (End of Copenhagen), col
laged from newspapers and magazines collected on

a single visit to a Danish newsstand (fig. 1.2), pro

viding a pointed contrast with Richard Hamilton's
famous Independent Group collage from the previ

ous year, Just What Is It That Makes Today's Homes
$0 Different, $0 Appealing . .. ? (fig. 1.3)."
Hamilton, tongue only just in cheek, celebrated the
consumer spectacle and its future, whereas Jorn
and Debord were optimistic as to its fin, its end
and supersession. In Fin de Capenhague Jam and
Debord gave the spectacle just enough rope to

hang itself by, presupposing that a critique of

"spectacular" society was already present within

the language of that society.
This was the situationist technique of

detournement in action. Detournement can be
translated most simply as "diversion," though at

17 > The Naked City

the loss of the nuances encoded in the original

French-"rerouting," "hijacking," "embezzlement,"
"misappropriation," "corruption," all acts implicit
in the situationist use of society's "preexisting aes
thetic elements."12 Taking their cue from the way
ward nineteenth-century French writer Isadore
Ducasse (the "Comte du Lautreamant"), who had

insisted "Plagiarism is necessary. Progress implies
it," the situationists looked forward to a new "peo
ple's aesthetic" built out of the ruins of the spec

tacle. Jam and Debord tried to show the way in

their collaborative collages. Western capitalism,
they realized, was taking a risk by dangling the
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Figure 1.3

Richard Hamilton, Just What Is It That Makes Today's

Homes So Different, So Appealing?, 1956, collage,
Kunsthalle, Tlibingen. Hamilton's famous image testified,
like Debord and Jorn's Fin de Copenhague, to the impact of
consumerism upon Western Europe. #

. '1-·
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spectacle under people's noses. What if spectators
transgressed the rules of consumerism by stealing

and redistributing its products and images, for

themselves, making good its vacuous promises of a
better world? As a page of Fin de Copenhague read,

"Whatever you want, it's coming your way-plus

greater leisure for enjoying it all. With electronics,

automation,· and nuclear energy, we are entering on
a new Industrial Revolution which will supply our

every need, easily .. , quickly ... cheaply ...

abundantly," an affirmation that quickly dissolved

into a veiled threat that spectacular leisure and
technology had already been earmarked by the situ

ationists for "detourned," revolutionary use: "and
voila, your life is transformed! WORDS TAKE ON A
NEW SENSE."!'

By 1963 the Situationist International was

declaring its intention "to negate 'Pop Art' (which

is materially and 'ideologically' characterized by
indifference & dull complacency)."!' Yet many

overlapping shades of opinion remained between
the apparent polar opposites of the "pop"

Independent Group and "militant" situationists.
The Independent Group, never more than a discus

sion group, had been even less capable of present

ing a homogeneous front than the situationists.
Despite the exclamatory tone of its title, the

famous 1956 manifesto of Alison and Peter
Smithson-"But Today We Collect Ads"-shared

little of their Independent Group colleague

Richard Hamilton's unconditional enthusiasm for
commercial art. 15 Indeed, in all their writings the
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Smithsons came across in rather the same way as
Guy Debord or Raoul Vaneigem-intellectuals who,
if not quite of the old school, retained much of its

arrogance, and its belief that the intelligentsia still

had a central role to play in the shaping of society.
Sink or swim: one either stayed abreast of "popular

culture" by collecting its ads, or popular culture
would engulf any contribution one had to make as

architect or revolutionary.
These more aloof elements of the Independent

Group and situation ism shared a determination to
penetrate the outward, spectacular, commercial
ized signs of mass culture and explore its interior.
There one examined the everyday patterns of life,

in particular people's use of buildings and urban
space, a version of popular culture as "folk"-based

rather than commercially based that was in keeping

with the mood of new sociologies. 16 In Britain,
"conscienceMstricken middle-class intellectuals"
had been permanently affected by the findings of

Mass Observation, the major survey of working
class behavior carried out in the 1930s and

1940s, and the Smithsons were familiar with the

sort of street-level studies that would lead to the
publication of Michael Young and Peter Willmott's

seminai Family and Kinship in East London
(1957)Y On the Continent, meanwhile, sociologi

cal thought was being profoundly affected by the

work of the French Marxist Henri Lefebvre. The
influence of his Critique de fa vie quotidienne

(Critique at everyday lite), published 1946, was
imported into COBRA by Christian Dotremont, and
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Figure 1.4

"Patterns of Association and Identity" (detail), collage of
Nigel Henderson photographs of children playing in
London:S East End, arranged by Alison and Peter Smithson
for the ClAM Grille (953), later reproduced in Uppercase 3
(1961) and Urban Structuring (1967). The Smithsons used
the photographs as reminders to architects of the supposed
vitality of working-class street life, an attitude that had res
onances with situationism. /I

then into the Situationist International by Debord,
Michele Bernstein, and Vaneigem,18 Debord was
also fascinated by the dramatic urban social geog

raphyof Paul-Henri Cham bart de Lauwe, who pub

lished his revealing Paris et I'agglomeration
parisienne (Paris and the Parisian agglomeration)
in 1952.

Such sociologies led to a heightened aware

ness of the real social structuring of the city, of the
complex way in which cities are divided into dis
tinct quarters, based on class occupation or func
tion, self-contained yet reliant upon other

components in the urban machine, Of course, city
planners and administrators were well aware that
cities are subdivided, and indeed that they had to

be if they were to function efficiently. But sociology

now implied that traditional planning, which had

grown up under a rationalist umbrella, reduced the
intricacy of city structuring to fallaciously simplistic
levels. In page after page, Cham bart de Lauwe's

dissection of Paris revealed mind-boggling sub

tleties in the uses and characteristics of the city,
which were, moreover, subject to change over
time. Young and Willmott meanwhile illustrated

self-managed patterns of social association within
a single working-class area of London-Bethnal

Green-that had taken generations to develop, and
a few years for planners to destroy.

The broad sweeps of the rationalist imagina
tion, which had aspired to tailor the city with
Cartesian precision, suddenly looked like butchery.

Debord, Jorn, and the Smithsons alike sought ways
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of illustrating and addressing the social ecology of
the city, professing an empathy with the habitual

behavior of the city's lowly. The Smithsons bor

rowed photographs of children playing in the

streets of Bethnal Green, snapped by their
Independent Group colleague Nigel Henderson, to

demonstrate "patterns of association and identity"

(fig. 1.4).19 The situationists, who seem to have

had difficulties getting on with "everyday" citizens,

preferred to experiment on themselves, analyzing
the factors affecting their mood, behavior, and
choice of route as they wandered their "drift"
(derive) through the city.

Situationists and Independents felt that

indigenous living patterns were best nurtured
through the "clustering" of the city." In 1956 and

1957 Debord and Jorn cut up street maps of Paris,
in the process identifying some indigenous work
ing-class zones worthy of study and preservation
pending the formulation of anything superior (fig.

1.5). The Smithsons, never ones to underrate their

own abilities, felt that they had already hit upon

something better than the working-class quarter
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Figure 1.5

Guy Debord with Asger Jam, Guide psychogeographique de
Paris: discours sur les passions de I'amour, 1956, screen
printed map. The map was col/aged from the Plan de Paris
a vol d'oiseau (1956), a magnificent perspectival rendering
of the city (fig. 2.16). The publication of the Guide was
soon followed by another Debord and Jam psychogeograph
ic map of Paris, The Naked City (fig. 1.32).

Figure 1.6

Peter Smithson, Cluster City, 1952, reprinted in
Uppercase 3 (1961). Alison and Peter Smithson regarded
the cluster model as empathetic to the complex indige
nOIlS lifestyles of the city. Its pattern was like an echo of
the situationist "drift" through the city, and it anticipated
the plan of New Babylon, the situationist city designed by
Constant (ct. fig. 1.12).
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Figure 1.7

Le Corbusier, Unite d'Habitation, near Marseilles, 1947
1952. The Unite was the touchstone of modem architecture
in the decade after the Second World War, mellowing ratio
nalism and trying to compress the various functions of the
city-residence, commerce, and leisure-into a single

block.

"as found." In sketches from 1952. Pe\er
Smithson developed Le Corbusier's 1930s projects

for the linkage of housing blocks into seamless
wholes, and when he and his wife entered the

1952 competition to redevelop working-class hous
ing in the Golden Lane area of the City of London,
they presented the "cluster" as a megastructural
web (fig. 1.6), Individual dwellings and, by an

architectural leap of logic, individual inhabitants,

would be jelled together into an organic whole.
In the 1950s the Smithsons, who found

work difficult to come by, and the situationists, the
most marginal of all the marginal avant-gardes,

must have realized that there was little chance of
reforming the entrenched interests of those ratio
nalist architects and planners who were restructur~

Ing cities throughout the world. Instead they

targeted the unsound theoretical foundations of

that restructuring, codified in the 1930s and more

than due for revision.

Beyond the rational city

By far the most influential codification of rational
Ist planning was the 1933 Athens Charter, the

lengthy manifesto issued by the official representa

tive body of modernist architecture worldwide: the
Congres Internationaux d'Architecture Moderne,
better known simply as ClAM, Drafted by ClAM del-
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egates pondering "The Functional City" during a

sea cruise from Marseilles to Athens, the Charter
was splendidly isolated from urban reality, manag

ing to be both dogmatic and generalized in Its

clauses. As Reyner Banham summarized it, the

"persuasive generality which gave the Athens
Charter its air of universal applicability concealed a

very narrow conception of both architecture and
town planning and committed ClAM unequivocally

to, (a) rigid functional zoning of city plans, with

green belts between the areas reserved to the dif
ferent functions, and (b) a single type of urban

housing, expressed in the words of the Charter as

'high, widely-spaced apartment blocks wherever
the necessity of housing high densities of popula
tion exists,'''21

Actually, the founding fathers of ClAM had

paid scant attention to the Charter since its draft

ing, and faint attempts were made to redress its
problems-notably at ClAM's 1951 meeting in
Hoddesdon, England, which tackled "The Urban

Core," an issue woefully neglected by the

Charter." The biggest imprint upon the Charter
had been made by Le Corbusier, who revised and

republished the Charter in 1943, but as his land

mark 1947-1952 Unite d'Habitation residential
block near Marseilles showed, he was also steadily

abandoning functionalism, rationalism, and even
urbanism for more organic and self-contained struc
tures (fig. 1.7), Nonetheless, he had bequeathed

some very persuasive images to his rationalist fol
lowers. As well as the Charter, his 1935 ratification
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to operating on the principle that "the parking lot

dictates urban planning" (fig. 1.9). Thanks to

this triumph of postwar prosperity management,

Internationale situationniste noted laconically,

"each of the one hundred million Frenchmen that

De Gaulle anticipates by the end of the century will

find his car at its designated spot."" 1950s and
1960s Paris witnessed car parking on public thor

oughfares for the first time, the installation of

expressways on the left and right banks of the
Seine, and the construction of Paris's epochal
orbital motorway, the Boulevard Peripherique-at

an average cost per kilometer equivalent to 1,000
housing units or 1,800 hospital beds, some of

which could have been occupied by victims of the

Boulevard's daily average of an accident for every
kilometer. 29 In 1968 Pierre Couperie, a historian of
Paris, cheerlessly assessed the impact of traffic on
the city: "In 1963 there were more than

1,700,000 cars for 330,000 parking spaces. The

promoted "unitary urbanism" (urbanisme un;ta;re).
"Unitary urbanism acknowledges no boundaries; it
aims to form a unitary human milieu in which sep
arations such as work/leisure or public/private will
finally be dissolved,"24 In fairness, Le Corbusier
recognized motorized traffic as a potential social

and urban ill, but unitary urbanism was critical of
any urbanism that failed to profoundly alter the

function of vehicles within the city. "The mistake

made by all urbanists is to consider the private

automobile .. essentially as a means of trans
portation," Debord joked, playfully subverting the

rationalism of the Athens Charter. "Commuting

time, as Le Corbusier rightly pointed out, is a sur

plus labor that correspondingly reduces the amount
of 'free' time"; in which case, Debord deduced,

"we must replace travel as an adjunct to work with

travel as pleasure."" And so, in his New Babylon

Bulletin, Debord's one-time situationist colleague

Constant poured over the findings of Great Britain's
milestone 1963 Buchanan Report on Traffic in

Towns, only to advocate the development of

machines for joyriding.26

The horrors of postwar planning were epito
mized by its servile submission to the pretended
logic of the private car, In Debord's opinion, "The

breaking up of the dialectic of the human milieu in
favor of automobiles masks its irrationality
under pseudopractical justifications."27 To illustrate
the point, Internationale situationniste reproduced
an example of cutting-edge urbanism, a "core~

garage" project by Januz Deryng, which admitted

Figure 1.9

"The progress of the sickness"; "Core-garage" project by
Januz Deryng, illustration to anon., "Urbanisme comme
volonte et representation," Internationale situationniste, no.
9 (1964). Deryng proposed placing massive underground
automobile garages at regular intervals beneath Paris. For
situationists, the rise of the commuter journey by private
motor car exemplified the dissolution of the old city.

Athens Charter's functionalist dogma. By far the

greatest threat to the urban mix demanded by the

anti-ClAM lobby was the Charter's demand for

strict zoning and ease of traffic circulation: "Zoning

that takes account of the key functions-housing,
work, recreation-will bring order to the urban terri
tory. Traffic, the fourth function, must have only

one aim: to bring the other three usefully into com

munication."23 Debord's theses on traffic instead

of the rationaiist city, La ville radieuse (The radiant

city), had proven an unforgettable book, and his

1925 Plan Voisin project to raze central Paris and
replace it with ranks of cruciform towers, connect
ed to the rest of the city by urban motorways, was a

vision that still intr.igued postwar planners and tor
mented situationists (fig. 1.8),

Debord's 1959 "Situationist Theses on
Traffic" was part manifesto and part satire on the

Figure 1.8

Le Corbusier, maquette of the Plan Voisin, 1925. Le
Corbusier's epochal though unrealized vision for Paris
embodied the Cartesian excess that situationists pledged to
obstruct. .\
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sidewalks were overrun, the streets permanently
choked.... The most essential services were sacri
ficed to the big-money interests of a minority, for in
Paris the automobile is a social symbol more4than a
means of transport. Aside from the din, .. in ten
years the death rate from lung cancer has doubied
and chronic bronchitis increased by 20 percent. "30

Postwar developments in public transport,

meanwhile, actually exacerbated the disintegration
of traditional city iife. Couperie described the

Parisian experience: "With the faiiure of pubiic

transport, more than half the population travels
more than an hour a day. The sudden discharge

of thousands of suburbanites by some stations
paralyses certain districts."31 Paris's prestigious
RER (Regional Express System), begun in 1961,

encouraged the dispersai of traditional (usually

working-class or immigrant) Parisian communi
ties into the suburbs as fast as it relieved con
gestion around the old railway stations. The old

marketplace of Les Hailes, for example, epicen
ter of situationist Paris, was demolished and
excavated for the centrai exchange of the RER,

much as Amsterdam's Nieuwmarkt was eventually
cleared to make way for a new Metro terminus.

in the mid-sixties Amsterdam's Provo group
(short for provocalie---"provocation"), which count

ed Constant among its seiect core membership, for

mulated the sort of radically simple soiution to
urban transport that was loathed by authorities

intent upon modernization." The White Bicycle
Pian proposed that the car be suppianted in
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Amsterdam by 20,000 bicycles, their white iivery

indicating that they were at the disposal 01 any

passing Amsterdammer in need of transportation.

The Pian overiooked the problem of cycle mainte
nance, even if its overall failure was due not
least, it is said, to police confiscations. But one
upshot was a popuiar critical alertness among

Amsterdammers to the impact of rationalist urban
ism, and especiaily its correlation with transport

policy. The Metro was developed from the late six

ties to the mid-seventies to iink central Amsterdam

to the giant suburb 01 Bijlmermeer, the last word in
1960s residential planning, and destined to

become the last place in Amsterdam where

Amsterdammers wanted to live. The massive
opposition to the Metro was due not oniy to its

incredible cost but to its anticipated impact,

making way for big business by forcing indigenous
Amsterdammers, through a combination of rent

hikes and demolitions, out to the suburbs.

Resistance, organized around the heirs to the Provo
phenomenon, the Neighborhood Commillees,
would have made a situationist proud, And, as the

Nieuwmarkt clearances were completed in a quasi
miiitary poiice operation, it provoked the authorities
into revealing the full capacity for violence under

writing the Dutch state and its seemingly peace
able and tolerant Western neighbors.

The willingness of pianners to pander to the

insatiabie demands of motorized trattic, rather than

simply aboiish it, only indicated to the situationists
that "those who believe that the particulars of the

problem are permanent want in fact to believe in
the permanence of the present society. "33 So situa

tionist critique was root-and-branch, exposing the
cozy hearth-and-home ideology at the heart of
ClAM, one which had insisted that "the home, that

is to say the shelter of the family, constitutes, , ,
the nucleus of town planning,JJ34 Unitary urbanists,
by contrast, felt that "it is necessary to transform

architecture to accord with the whole development

of society, criticizing .. condemned forms of
social relationships (in the first rank of which is the

family)" (fig. 1.10).35
But it was the measured architectural

methodology posited by the Smithsons and their

colleagues, not the mischief of Debord and his

comrades, that was to send shock waves through

ClAM, Disillusioned by the programmatic compla
cency of ClAM when they allended its ninth meet

ing in Aix-en-Provence, France, in 1953, the

Smithsons, and their Independent Group friends
Gill and Bill Howeil and John Voelcker, won the

right to organize the progra~m for the next ClAM

meeting in DUbrovnik, Yugoslavia, in 1956. Joined

by other young radicals-Aida van Eyck and Jacob
Bakema from the Netherlands, Georges Candilis

from France, Giancarlo De Carlo from Italy, and

Shadrach Woods from the United States-the orga
nizing team for the tenth ClAM conference became

known as Team 10. Team lO's campaign to aban

don rationalist dogma in favor of a pragmatic

approach to each project established the group as a
formidable force in modern architecture for some
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years to come. Its dismantling of a universal ratio
nalist program for architecture proved incompatible
with the ClAM mission: delegates to the Dubrovnik

conference recognized that ClAM had come to its

end, and something of a posthumous ClAM meet

ing was held in 1959 at Ollerlo, Holland.
In fact Team lO's Aldo van Eyck-a friend of

Constant, and the member of COBRA who had
endowed the group's exhibitions with a radical and
lyrical sense of space-had confronted ClAM with a

"Statement against Rationalism" as long ago as its

Bridgwater meeting in 1947," "The old struggle
between imagination and commonsense ended
tragically in favour of the laller," the young van

Eyck complained. "But the scales are turning,
ClAM knows that the tyranny of commonsense has

reached its final stage, that the same allitude

which, 300 years ago, found expression in
Descartes' philosophy ... is at last losing ground.

Yes, the deplorable hierarchy of artificial values

upon which contemporary existence has come to
rest is beginning to toller."" Yet despite the revolu
tionary threat implicit in the statement, van Eyck

had preferred to reshape space in the here-and
now, under the respectable patronage of De 8 (a

Dutch ClAM group), rather than await the revolu

tion. Some unlikely shoulder-rubbing resulted, a
van Eyck project finding itself posted in ClAM's

proceedings next to one by archrationalist Max Bill,
and with van Eyck's Amsterdam playgrounds being

compared to the roofscape of Le Corbusier's Unite

d'Habitation.38
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Figure 1.10

Drawing of a bourgeois open-plan apartment, uncaptioned
illustration from Uwe Lausen, "Repetition et nouveaute

dans la situation construite, " Internationale situationniste,
no. 8 (1963). The picture summarized the preoccupations
of French modernization: the processes of "privatization, J1

identified at the time by Henri Lefebvre, Cornelius
Castoriadis, and Edgar Morin in people's desire to retreat
from the public realm into the domestic sphere; and, para
doxically, an obsession with "communication" that charac-
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terized the open plan of domestic space just as surely as it
did the free flow of automobile traffic. "And yet," Kristin
Ross notes in her account of French modernization, Fast
Cars, Clean Bodies (p. 6), "the experience of communica

tion itself, be it understood as spontaneous expression, reci
procity, or the contiguity necessary for reciprocity to exist,
was precisely what was in the process of disappearing under
the onslaught of merchandise and the new forms of media
technologies" (cf. fig. 1.1),

Sigfried Giedion himself, quasi-official histo

rian to the modern movement and secretary to

ClAM, singled out van Eyck's playground as an

exemplar of what modern architects should be

doing to "humanize" the heart of the city. "A for

merly useless piece of waste ground has been trans

formed ... into an active urban element," Giedion
noted admiringly. "One need only provide the oppor

tunity and we-the public, who are also maybe chil

dren of a kind-will know how to use it."" Giedion

would doubtless have been horrified to realize how

well his remark anticipated situation ism, and

ClAM's new promise to provide for "spontaneous

manifestations of social life" at the urban core was

to remain largely rhetorica!." In the opinion of

Team lO's Giancarlo De Carlo it represented a half

sentimental, haif-cynicallegitimation for the accel

erated redevelopment of the city.'! The old guard of

ClAM had little inclination to adopt one delegate's

invitation to incorporate into modern architecture

the vitality of Parisian street life and of Luna-Parks

at night.42 It was difficult to imagine Giedion riding

the Dodgems: immersion in popular culture, and

enjoyment rather than frustration at the fragmentary

chaos of the real city, was best left to the youngsters.

Writing in 1959, Reyner Banham appreciat

ed ClAM's belated recognition of the need for a

multipurpose urban core, but, detecting an old Le

Corbusier/CIAM nostalgia for a city as compactly

organized as "an egg," he worried that planners

working on the British new towns had not yet

caught up with the complex ramifications of the
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postwar explosion in communications, aspiration,
and leisure. 43 Banham's alternative manifesto for a

"City as Scrambled Egg" liberally borrowed from

situationist unitary urbanism, stripping it of its pol
itics and just as quickly placing it within planning

discourse. The result was a bizarre fruit, a cross

fertilization of the Independent Group's love of Los

Angeles sprawl with the situationists' love of

Parisian compactness. Juxtaposing an aerial photo

graph of a drive-in cinema with a portion of Debord

and Jam's Guide psychogeographique de Paris (fig.

1.5), Banham summarized his manifesto:

The drive-in cinema ... was the first of the radically

new centers of popUlar aggregation produced by the dif

fuse, well-mechanised culture of motorised conurba
lions, and serves the needs of a large and well-defined

public-so large and well-defined that logether with

other facilities such as swimming pools, shopping-cen
ters, schools, etc., it can be used to manipulate and
direct movements of population from hour to hOUf. But
the growth of centers of aggregation for activities that

do not need large plant or equipment cannot be manipu

lated by such lechniques. The forces that cause jazz

men, wig-makers, sports-car enthusiasts or sculptors to
collect in one area rather than another are not under
slood-but a starl could perhaps be made with some

such lechnique as GUy Debord's Iheory of Psycho

geographical drill."

Yes, the siluationists looked forward to plea

surable speed and mobility Ihrough the city al
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Figure 1.11

AIda van Eyck, Amsterdam Children's Home, Amsterdam,
1958-1960, overhead view, The plan of the building was
like a variant of Peter Smithsons "Cluster City" (fig. 1.6) in
miniature, and its labyrinthine quality made a conscious
attempt to generate the sort of playful interaction consid
ered essential to a more humane architecture.

large, but not to Its degeneration into Banham's
motoring conurbation. Yes, they wanted, in
Banham's phrase, "a whole lot of special interest
belts overlapping and COlliding, to their mutuai

benefit," but not so as to attract the troupes of

"brainstormers" that Banham considered essential
to the life of the urban core, "the cool jazz connec
tion, action painters, documentary camera crews,
(and) advertising copy-writers."45 Planning toward a
cultural apartheid of motorized cruisers and brain
stormers denied the social meltdown implicit in sit
uationist unitary urbanism.

Situationists and Team lO-ers alike would
nonetheless have agreed with Banham's basic
proposal to crack open Le Corbusier's urban egg

and step up the heat. The core of Banham's

Scrambled Egg City would be a labyrinth negotiat

ed by the pedestrian in ways that confounded the

logic of rationalist planning. Not that the drift of
the pedestrian confounded all logic: as an alterna

tive to the excessive and often sterile spaces of
rationalist planning, Aida van Eyck proposed that

architects plan buildings and cities of

"labyrinthine clarity," SUbstituting a strict hierar

chy of spaces with a more multifarious order.
Labyrinthine clarity wouid thus grant the individ

ual user of the building or city a relative freedom
of choice in the use and discovery of its spaces
and places.

It was an approach exemplified by van Eyck's
Amsterdam Children's Home, designed in 1955

and built between 1958 and 1960, its spaces
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clustering and crisscrossing like a carpet, punctuat
ed by surprise forms and surfaces like colors and
mirrors, and generating adventures and chance
encounters among the chiid internees (fig. 1.11).46

In the race to discover a postrationalist architec
ture, van Eyck and friends working within the archi

tectural profession kept pace with situationists

working outside it. Constant collaborated with van

Eyck on a 1953 installation for the "Man and
House" exhibition at the Stedelijk Museum,

Amsterdam, where they attempted to articulate

space through a "spatial colorism" comparabie to
colorfield paintingY For their efforts van Eyck and

Constant were jointly awarded the Nederlanse
Sikkensprijs architectural medal in 1961. Some

what belatedly, an articie by van Eyck on

labyrinthine clarity appeared in a 1963 edition of

the Situationist limes, though the wandering, lay
ered ground plan of Constant's New Babyion had

long since confirmed the proximity of the various
"labyrinthine" interests.48 Constant's plan for a
situationist city synthesized the Amsterdam

Figure 1.12

Constant. North New Babylon, 1959, watercolor on collage,
Gemeentemuseum, The Hague. Constant's New B.aby~on

represented the most ambitious version of the labyrmth/.ne
cluster principle, a single, continuous structure spreadmg
across the city and countryside.
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Children's Home with Peter Smithson's Cluster

City and expanded both to an improbable scale

(fig. 1.12).
The explosive, utopian implications of situ

ationism proved ultimately tangential to Team

10's bid to revive modern architecture, and Team

10's replacement of one set of concrete visions

with another was distasteful to many situation

ists. Team 10 was right to pay attention to "pat

terns of association," a situationist might have
argued, but it was wrong to then congeal those

patterns into fixed "place-forms." The choices

left to the inhabitants of a Team 10 structure, as

they scurried along its burrows, had in effect

already been made by the designers. New

Babylon, by way of contrast, was designed by

Constant to accommodate an ever~changing

panoply of forms and effects chosen by the New

Babylonians themselves.

Clearly there was something of a clash of

philosophies here, the situationists asking archi

tects to renounce their master visions at the earli

est opportunity, Team 10 asking architects to

press on until the very fundamentals of habitat

had been discovered. Rejecting the anarchic,

expressionist impulses of COBRA, van Eyck

sought precise relationships between architectural

form and socia-psychological need, and by the

1960s his quest was associated with the struc

turalist movement,49 The structuralist ethnologist

Claude Levi-Strauss claimed to find basic struc

tures underlying all cultural processes, and archi-
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tects impressed by this believed that they were

engaged in the creative search for alchetypal solu

tions. If human "patterns of association" were

governed by the basic structure of primordial rela

tionships, then so would their container, the archi

tectural "place-form."

Nothing could be further from the spontane

ity idealistically demanded by the situationists. Yet

Team 10's work retained a situationist ring to it. A

rallying cry like that delivered by van Eyck to Team

10 in 1959-" Instead of the inconvenience of filth

and confusion, we have now got the boredom of

hygiene . . . mile upon mile of organised

nowhere"-could almost have been lifted from the

pages of Internationale situationniste.50 And

indeed, as the sixties wore on, Continental mem

bers of Team 10, notably van Eyck, Candilis, De

Carlo, and Woods, became ever more pessimistic

about the role of the architect within a capitalist

and bureaucratic society.51 By 1967 Woods was

writing in a vein so radical that it might have been

acceptable even to situationists. "Our weapons

become more sophisticated; our houses more and

more brutish. Is that the balance sheet for the rich

est civilisation since time began?"" In 1968, the

year of the political chaos that the situationists

claimed to have sparked, Woods assisted students

in the removal of his own work from the Milan

Triennale.

His colleague De Carlo was meanwhile

attempting an analysis of the ideological legitima

tion of modern architecture that WOUld, for all

intents and purposes, equate with situationist

lore. He reviewed the consequences of ClAM's

Frankfurt Statutes of 1929, where functionalist

Existenzminimum ("minimum existence") stan

dards had been formulated,

Today, 40 years after the Congress, we find that

those proposals have become houses and neighbor

hoods and suburbs and then entire cities, palpable

manifestations of an abuse perpetrated first on the

poor and then even on the not-so-poor: CUltural ali

bis for the most ferocious economic speculation and

the most obtuse political inefficiency. And yet those

"whys" so nonchalantly forgotten in Frankfu,t still

have trouble coming openly to the surface. At the

same time, we have a right to ask "why" housing

should be as cheap as possible and not, for exam

ple, rather expensive; "why" instead of making

every effort to reduce it to minimum levels of sur

face, of thickness, of materials, we should not try to

make it spacious, protected, isolated, comfortable,

well equipped, rich in opportunities for privacy,

communication, exchange, personal creativity. No

one, in fact, can be satisfied by an answer which

appeals to the scarcity of available resources, when

we all know how much is spent on wars, on the con

struction of missiles and anti-ballistic missiles, on

moon projects, on research for the defoliation of

forest inhabited by partisans and for the paralysa

tion of the demonstrators emerging from the ghettos,

on hidden persuasion, on the invention of artificial

needs, etc.53
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From "plenty" to "excess"

The meanness of "legitimate" architecture noted

by De Carlo in 1968 confounded the lifestyle pre

dictions made by the avant-garde only a decade or

so earlier. The Independent Group had looked for

ward to a consumerist "aesthetic of plenty," and

the situationists, always optimistic about "detourn

ing" the power of production and consumption

toward the revolution of everyday life, had envis

aged a society not merely of "plenty" but of out

right "excess."

A new grass roots culture, it was assumed,

would be created through appropriation. The

Independents let their eyes wander over the goods

of postwar popular culture and decided to take

whatever they wanted. Richard Hamilton, John

McHale, and Eduardo Paolozzi constructed their

own aesthetic out of fetishized automotive details

and fragments of commercial illustration; Banham

and Alloway invited the intelligentsia to take

unabashed pleasure in science fiction; the

Smithsons found a future for socially conscious

architecture in cars and mobile homes and

kitchens from the United States. It was an attitude

that had affinities with the situationist technique of

detournement. Detournement would provide for a

society of pleasure instead of the stoicism and sac

rifice of Stalinism or the peer pressure of con

sumerism. Postwar abundance, in the West at

least, suggested that indulgence could be had with

out risk to the community at large; the profits of
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capital could be redistributed as greater goods
and leisure for all rather than for the few, while
commandeered technologies of production took

care of work,
Whether these ideas stood up to scrutiny was

never really an issue for the avant-garde. It was
enough that they dented the traditional esotericism
of the intelligentsia, at a time when the American

critic Clement Greenberg still held modernism's

international center stage with his insistence that
popular culture was little short of despicable.54 And

so it was that personalities as different as Reyner

Banham and Asger Jam both felt drawn, for
instance, to a reassessment of popular American
"Borax" product styling, that antagonist of rational

ist industrial design. For Jam and Banham, indus

trial design, in effect the lowest tier of the design

hierarchy (with architecture in the middle and
urban planning at the apex), had to be part and

parcel of the reassessment of modernism.
Industrial design was, after all, the only tier of cre

ativity fully geared to mass production, supposedly
the organizing principle of the modern movement.

For Jam and Banham, the emergence of

such mass-produced frippery as streamlined pencil
sharpeners and "organic" home furnishings demon
strated the vulnerability of rationalism to mass
demand for less austere styles.55 In short, what

Greenberg dismissed as kitsch Banham and Jam
recognized as a bid to transcend the sterility of
everyday life, each fin, chrome strip, and coiling

surface of the consumer durable a little flight of
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fantasy into the realms of science fiction and the

surreal. Rationalism, they felt, hid f~om consumer

demand behind a bogus neoplatonic aesthetic of

form following function, forcing designs that served
a multiplicity of needs to fit a single aesthetic.56

It was not even that Jam shared Banham's

genuine fondness for Borax and organicism-Jam
regarded the latter as a debasement of natural
form, and he certainly had no truck with the

untrammeied capitalism that had produced the for

mer. But like Banham, he wanted to defend the
rights of "ordinary people" to make their own

choices of objects, to expect artists and designers

to behave as consultants and providers rather than
dictatorial tastemakers, and to enjoy a material
world of change and spontaneity. This last demand

answered a COncern for playfulness and festivity
that was increasingly fashionable among intellectu

als. Henri Lefebvre's notion of the "festive" as a
transcendence of everyday life, and Roger Caillois's

sociology of play and leisure, came in the wake of
Johan Huizinga's classic Homo Ludens (first pUb

lished in 1938) and the interwar literary criticism

of Mikhail Bakhtin. Like Bakhtin, situation ism
emphasized the subversive power of "carnivaliza
tion"-the opportunity for unofficial and popular

elements to playfully invert social and cultural con
ventions by elevating the everyday and "uncrown

ing" the elite. "With the disappearance of the

exceptional personal performance," Constant wrote
in 1948, '''genius' will become public property and

the word 'art' will acquire a completely new mean-

Figure 1.13

Asger Jorn, work from the International Ceramics Meeting,
Albisola, 1954, reprinted in the Imaginist Bauhaus journal
Eristica, 1956. As something of aprotest against the rational
ist sensibifties dominant in the design profession, Jorn dis
patched the products of his International Ceramics Meeting to
the Milan Triennale of Industrial Design. The explosive anthro
pomorphism of Jom's figures was in marked contrast to Le
Corbusier's disciplined Modulor man (fig. 1.20).

ing."57 Huizinga's thesis, which was more widely

distributed and readily acknowledged than

Bakhtin's, had a different emphasis, positing that
the wellspring of all culture, or at least all great

culture, was the instinct for play. Here indeed was

a cultural metatheory jolly enough to rival the sobri

ety of rationalism, and Jam illustrated the culture
clash in 1954 by bringing some playful Imaginist

Bauhaus ceramics with him to a Milan Triennale
otherwise dominated by rationalist "good form"
(fig. 1.13).58

Even so, it seemed to Independent Group

and situationist theorists that rationalism had been

correct in identifying mass production and technol
ogy as motors of cultural transformation, and as
assets that the avant-garde would have to seize if it

was to shape the modern world according to its
own vision. With the Industrial Revolution long in

England's past, the Independent Group felt that the

modernizing forces of technology and consumerism
were ushering in "the revenge of the elementary
school boys," exposing the traditional English rul

ing class as hopelessly outmoded and creating

opportunities for those schooled in the movies
rather than the classics.59

But the feeling of Continental situationists,

operating in countries like France, Italy, and even
Holland and Germany, where modernization was

very much a recent and ongoing experience, was
that technology and consumerism were consolidat
ing rather than undermining the ruling class.

Technology and production would have to be
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fought for, just as Marx had said, in the streets and
in culture. In 1957 Debord called upon the groups

preparing to unify as the Situationist International

to rise to the challenge set out by the basic Marxist
proposition of dialectical materialism-that

change in society's productive and economic base
begins to outpace the cultural resistance of soci
ety's superstructure. "Our era," Debord said, "is
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fundamentally characterized by a lagging of revolu

tionary political action behind the development of
modern possibilities of production which call for a

superior organization of the world."60
Jam fleshed out the debate on mass produc

tion in the first issue of Internationale situation

niste. Automation, he wrote, "is now at the heart
of the problem of the socialist domination of pro

duction and of the preeminence of leisure over
labor time." It "contains two opposing perspec

tives, it deprives the individual of any possibility of

adding anything personal to automated production

.. . and at the same time it saves human energy
by massively liberating it from reproductive and

creative activities. The value of automation thus
depends on projects that supersede it and open

the way for expression of human energies on a
higher plane." Before closing, Jam summarized
the heart of situationist ambition, "The sleeping
creator must be awakened, and his waking state
can be termed 'situationist.'''61

That capitalist consumerism had tapped the

possibilities of production first was a matter of
some regret, though Independents and situationists

alike believed that there was still room for avant

garde maneuver. Consumerism was brilliant in cre
ating and meeting transitory gratifications; but for

all the rhetoric about consumer power, the direc
tion of consumerism was really decided by capital,

and the alienating, one-way battery of goods from

capitalist to consumer did little to satisfy the
human needs for spontaneity, play, and creativity
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that the Huizinga-inspired avant-garde regarded as

fundamental. "Modern man is stifl,ed in these tele

vision-, frigidaire-type necessities," Jam lamented,
while his colleagues observed how "in our time
functionalism ... is attempting to entirely elimi

nate play, and the partisans of 'industrial design'

complain that their projects are spoiied by people's
tendency toward play. "62 They tried to envisage an

avant-garde intervention: "We obviously have no
interest in encouraging the continuous artistic ren
ovation of refrigerator designs." No; "the oniy pro
gressive way out is to liberate the tendency toward

play elsewhere and on a larger scale. "63
If the avant-garde could only reconcile the

dichotomies of the consumer regime, then it might
achieve a postwar utopia. Some Independent Group

members looked to new ideas coming out of infor

mation theory, like feedback and spectator inter
vention, as ways of narrowing the gap between the

producers and consumers of culture and its arti
facts. Situationists believed that consumerism's

economy of commodity exchange could be replaced
by a more daring mode, of exchange as gift. The

Lettrist International's journal Potlatch took its

name from a Northwest American Indian tradition
that had been studied by the French anthropologist

Marcel Mauss in his classic essay on "The Gift,"

and which had delighted Huizinga, the redistribu
tion of goods in fierce competitions of generosity.54

Walter Benjamin's dictum-that artistic

apparatus "is better the more consumers it is able
to turn into producers, that is, readers or spectators

into collaborators"---could almost have served as a
situationist motto." At the Imaginist Bauhaus in
1958-1959, Giuseppe Pinot-Gallizio and his son

Giors Melanotte explored mass production as a

means of deflating the manufacturing cost and

commodity value of art, so preparing it for general

"potlatched" distribution. As it turned out, their
"industrial painting" (pittura industria/eJ-painting

on a continuous roll, sold by the meter-was a
William Morris wallpaper for the abstract expres

sionist age. Far from being industrial, it looked,
and was, distinctly crafts-based, painterly, and

expressionist,66 Nonetheless, Pinot-Gallizio and
Melanotte realized that it was possibie to produce
industrial painting in sufficient quantities to "wall

paper" whoie rooms, and they toured industriai

painting and its associated "environment," or
"Cavern of Anti-matter," through European galleries

(fig. 1.14)." The reality of industrial painting

impressive, though not astounding-mattered less
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Figure 1.14

Opening of Giuseppe Pinot-Ga/lizio and Giors Melanotie's
Cavern of Anti-Matter (1958-1959, oil and resin on canvas,
private collection) at the Galerie Rene Drouin, May 1959.
The Cavern is occupied by Pinot-Gallizio, his son Melanotie,
gallery owner Drouin, and a model wearing a dress made,
like the Cavern, from the "industrial painting" developed by
the artists at the Imaginist Bauhaus.

than what it stood for. Just as rationalist archi
tects between the world wars had coveted mass

production as a metaphor for revolutionizing the
production of buildings, situationists now looked to
the mass production of art to revolutionize the pro
duction of space. Pinot-Gallizio's confidence in the

power of situationist art to transform everyday life
was boundless, conjuring up as a mere beginning
visions of the Italian autostrade (freeways) repaint

ed in bright colors,68
The supreme environment, however, and the

supreme art machine, was invented by Pinot
Gailizio's imaginist Bauhaus colleague Constant.

Pinot-Gallizio, who was a local left-wing councilor,
owned a piece of land in Aiba where Gypsies made

camp, and in 1956 he invited Constant to design a

permanent encampment, a system of movable par
titions within a common shelter (fig. 1.15),
Constant, who was already working on designs for
an imaginist Bauhaus pavilion, took up the idea

enthusiastically, and activity on the Gypsy Camp
quickly expanded into the megastructure of New

Babylon, an infinite, inhabitable container for
mass-produced environments, fabulous technolo
gies, and endiess artistic exchange.

Constant's thinking had affinities with
another "postindustrial" notion, proposed by

Banham. From 1955 Banham nursed a theory of
"Other Architecture" ("une architecture autre")

which, taking its cue from the informal trends in

painting collected in Michei Tapie's 1952 book Un

art autre, was initially devised as an architectural
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Figure 1.16

Reyner Banham and Fran90is Dal/egret, "The Environment
Bubble, " illustration from "A Home Is Not a House, " Art in
America, no. 53 (April 1965). Banham's vision of an "Other
Architecture," informally assembled from the detritus of

consumer technologies, provides an intriguing comparison

with situationist architecture.
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Figure 1.17

Installation view of the Sistema 45 range of office furniture,

designed by Ettore Sottsass for Olivetti, 1969. Sottsass's

departure from the Imaginist Bauhaus more than a decade

earlier marked the dissemination of situationist ideas into a
wider design philosophy, characterized by a new informality.

modeied by Banham himseif, placed in a pneumat

ic piastic Environment Bubble in the April 1965

edition of Art in America (fig. 1.16).70 Banham had

the designer Fran<;ois Dallegret to keep him compa

ny there, but Other Architecture looked rather lone

ly even so, typifying a postindustrial condition that

today survives among millions of Internet surfers

sitting alone in their bedrooms. It was a condition

implicit in the very definition of postindustrialism

provided by Alain Touraine, the sociologist who

emerged as the leading French theorist of modern

ization during the halcyon years of situation ism.

"Those who are 'home-centered' and who own a

radio, a television, a record-player, magazines, are

bypassing the social hierarchy of their community,

in order to make direct contact with broader social

alternative to rationalist orderliness. 59 Banham now

tacked onto Other Architecture the proposition

that inhabitants define their own environments by

a fluid and playfUl selection of objects, services,

and technologies, rather than submit to a monu

mental architecture imposed by the architect.

Though clearly inspired by consumerism, Other

Architecture's demand for high-performance, Iife

supporting goods and systems was beyond anything

that contemporary consumer capitalism could offer,

and looked forward to the birth of a new consumer.

in the mid-fifties, oniy the American radical

designer and theorist R. Buckminster Fuller had

much to offer Banham's Other Architecture, and it

would be some years before anyone got a glimpse

of the new consumer. in the event, the latter was

Figure 1.15

Constant, Model for a Gypsy Camp, 1956-1958, wood,

Plexiglas, and aluminum, Gemeentemuseum, The Hague.

The piece, which defied categorization as either sculpture

or architecture, was designed at the instigation of Giuseppe
Pinot-Gallizio at the Imaginist Bauhaus.
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realities and values," Touraine argued in 1959,
breaking ranks with those intellectuals nostalgic for a
popular culture of authentic, immediate, community
based working-class experiences. 71 Threatened with a
postindustrialism of voluntary alienation, it was no
wonder that situationists insisted that the technolog
ical revolution be highiy sociabie and personable.

Given the common fascination with con
sumption and eclecticism, it is not surprising that
the situationists and the Independent Group have
since been regarded as sources of a postmodern
sensibiiity. The situationist modei of culture falling
into either spectacular or anti-spectacular camps,
and the Independent Group modei of culture as
one "iong front," both had the effect of leveling the
traditional cuitural hierarchy of highbrow and low
brow." Both modeis' lack of deference to high cul

ture was one in the eye for "university culture" and
class distinctions of taste. This "postmodern" sen
sibility regularly resurfaced in situationist texts-a
1960 manifesto suggested that the breakup of aes
thetic orthodoxy and hierarchy would be a necessi
ty of the future situationist worid. "Since everyone
will be, so to speak, a situationist, we shall see a
multidimensional piethora of new trends, of experi
ments, of 'schoois,' all radically different, and this
no longer in succession but simultaneously. "73

But claims on situation ism as a postmodern
source need to be qualified. Situation ism wouid
have abhorred postmodernism's celebration of the
meaningless forest of consumer signs and objects.
One likely bridge between situationism and post-
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modernism was the breakup in aesthetic decorum
presided over by the so-called "arti-design" of the
1960s. itaiian "anti-designers," like Ettore
Sottsass (a member of the Imaginist Bauhaus) and
Joe Columbo (a member of the nuclear art move
ment, associated with the Imaginist Bauhaus),
were doubtless influenced by the attention that sit
uationism paid to the larger emotional relationship
between humans and objects, design and behavior
(fig. 1.17). They attempted to soften industrial
design almost in the manner prescribed by Jorn,
making increasing use of organic, fantastic shapes
and textures, color, popular references, new materi
als, and flexibility. But the choices created by the
designs of Sottsass and Coiumbo were essentially
consumerist rather than poiitical. Standard domes

tic and business interiors Were made to iook more
reiaxed, without attacking the fact of their exis
tence. The "fun" iconography of anti-design did not
affect its servicing of industry and consumerism
nor, therefore, the type of alienated society of
which industrialization and consumerism are con
stituent parts. 74

Carving out the spaces of culture and politics

The determination to address fundamental issues
about the poiitics of space, rather than simply
rearrange the furniture, so to speak, separated situ-

ationists from anti-designers just as it separated
them from most avant-gardes. So when in 1960
the Situationist International finally put in its
appearance at the old London home of the
Independent Group, the ICA, it was as agent provo
cateur rather than as ally. Jam's biographer, GUy
Atkins, described the foot-stamping, dadaist
atmosphere at the meeting convened by former
Independent Group member Toni del Renzio:

Instead of beginning with the usual compiiments,
[Maurice] Wyckaert lacting as situationist spokesman]
scolded the leA for using the word "Situationism" in its
Bulletin. "Situationism," Wyckaert explained, "doesn't
exist. There is no doctrine of this name." He went on to
tell the audience "lf you've now understood that there is
no such thing as 'Situationism' you've not wasted your
evening...." Wyckaert ended as he had begun, with a
gibe at the ICA. "The Situationists, whose judges you
perhaps imagine yourselves to be, will one day judge
you. We are waiting for you at the turning." There was a
moment's silence before people realised that the speak
er ha~ finished. The first and only question came from a
man who asked "Can you explain exactly what
Situalionism is all about?" Wyckaert gave the question
er a severe look. Guy Debord stood up and said in
French "We're not here to answer cunlish questions." At
this he and lhe olher Situationists walked out."

"We are waiting for you at the turning", while a
comparison of situationism with other avant-gardes
enables it to be positioned within a wider dis-
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course, it also alerts us to an ideological guif. The
"turning" that the Situationist international loitered
on, theoretical cashes in hand, was that of revolu
tion. No postwar avant-garde aspired to the mantle
of revolutionary radicalism more fervently than the

situationists.
All the same, both situation ism and the

Independent Group can be interpreted together as
prototypical new-left reactions to the assassination
of politics, the vulgarizing of culture, and the atro
cious coerciveness presided over by the Soviet
Union. In the 1950s Western intellectuals, only
recently traumatized by Fascism, learned that they
had been duped by Soviet Communism as well.
Rather than clear the air, Krushchev's 1956 denun
ciation of Stalin, as the Situationist International

prepared to unify, was offset by the Soviet invasion
of Hungary, confirmation of a deadening weight
that could be felt in the West as well through the
agency of the Communist Party. Henri Lefebvre's
gradual and painful departure from the PCF
(French Communist Party) between 1956 and
1958 was a very public example of the crisis in
Western Marxism. With the German Democratic
Republic's hasty erection of the Berlin Wall in
1961, the perversion of Communist revoiution
attained its tangible form: here was a barricade, all
right, ostensibly keeping the forces of bourgeois
reaction out in order to pen citizens in.

Situationism and the Independent Group
were reactions as well to the pseudo-neutrality of
high modernism, whose apostle Clement Greenberg
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had led the exodus from realist practices and

Marxist criticism in the arts. The neutrality of
Western intellectuals did not seem credible when
Western states were actively engaged in a cold war
with the East: landing in Korea in 1950, the
United States embarked on its crusade against a

supposed Communist conspiracy. The Western

European states that the postwar avant-gardes grew
up in seemed to be turning their power inward,
reluctantly foregoing empire to concentrate

resources on social and urban reconstruction. In
1949, the year in which the Netherlands was final

ly driven out of Indonesia, the private viewing of
COBRA's Stedelijk Museum exhibition ended in

fistfights over the political insinuations of the
speeches,?6 Of the Western states, France was per
haps the most traumatized by the loss of empire,

humiliated by its defeat at the hands of the
Vietnamese at Dien Bien Phu in 1954, only to

have the United States adopt the conflict as its

own. In the same year France embarked upon the

so-called "dirty war" with its Algerian colony,
which lasted unti I 1962 and left a permanent

imprint upon the membership and work of the

Lettrist and Situationist Internationals." Even
Britain, whose 1945-1951 Labour government

put a brave face on reduced British status-hero
ically inventing a welfare state and a Festival of

Britain-retained its physical presence in Egypt
until 1956, and in Arabia until 1967, as it stum

bled into the most violent years of its ongoing civil
war in Northern Ireland.
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Casting around for a new utopia, the

independent Group looked tOIVard America, the
French Sartrian existentialists 'toward China, sci
ence fiction utopians-heads turned upward by the

launch of Sputnik in 1957-toward outer space.
But perhaps only the situationists squared up to

the fact that utopia was in neither Russia, America,

China, nor space. It was, by definition, nowhere,

and would have to be imagined and pieced togeth

er in their OWn backyards-in COBRA's artists'
colony at Bregnerod, Denmark, at the imaginist

Bauhaus in Aiba, in the Lettrist International's

Parisian Left Bank, and eventually in Sweden, at
the Situationist Bauhaus's farm, Drakabygget.

In the 1950s, genuinely exploratory political
philosophy was virtually an avant-garde activity by

definition, and perhaps all the more vibrant for it,

putting cultural politics on new footings. It devel

oped a healthy skepticism about the East-West pos
turing of cold war politics, shifting attention away

from large party and state groupings toward the

small group experiences of everyday life and space.

There were, nonetheiess, differences of altitude
and outlook. For the Independent Group, disen

gagement with the politics of the aid left entailed

an abandonment of knee-jerk criticism, admitting
that it was possible to enjoy an American film or

magazine without necessarily supporting America's
foreign policy in Korea. In its more enlightened

moments, the Independent Group was well aware

of the precariousness of such an altitude. "If we go
on voting Labour like this," John McHale once

quipped to Independent Group partner Magda

Cordell, "we shall destroy our own livelihood."78

Situationists would certainly have regarded the ICA
circle's ease with the spectacle as risky and proba
bly campi icit. The situationists went the other way,

frantically trying to reinvest in a class conscious
ness against the cynicism of cold war attitudes and
the big politics of party and state.

For the situationists, a relentlessly critical

state of mind had to confront all hegemonic cul
tural forms, whatever their origin, domestic or for
eign, left or right, Eastern or Western. It was not

enough for the intellectuai simply to admit to

enjoying American mass culture, nor to decora
tively rearrange it, pop art style, into artistic prod

ucts for distribution on the conventional art

market. This merely elaborated the spectacle.
The situationists wanted to believe in the possi

bility of a cultural sphere outside the spectacle of

capital, party politics, and imperialism." The sit

uationists were certain, of course, that they stood
outside the spectacle, and that they could lead

the populace out of it as well. The fact that

"75%" of workers aspired to leave the estates
erected by planners revealed "a first resistance"
that would simply "have to be supported and
enlightened by a revolutionary organization."8o
True, the average worker seemed more set on
moving to the sort of "detached house with a gar

den" being built by the car manufacturer Renault
than on taking up residence in a situationist city,
but the Situationist International was to remain
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confident in its ability to liberate the workers' rev
olutionary "instinct for construction."s1

Capital, situationists argued, may have
become more sophisticated, reorganizing itself as a
consumer spectacle, blurring the distinction
between producers and consumers, and ingratiating
itself with sections of the working class. Socialism

and Communism, meanwhile, may have become
less sophisticated, clinging to the cliches of party

discipline and centralization. But the idea that class
struggle had somehow disappeared, as it had from

the discussions of the Independent Group, the situ

ationists considered naive at best. And though the
situationist preoccupation with class might have
seemed rather old-fashioned, their version of dialec

tical materialism was nonetheless much racier than
that of traditional Marxism. When the situationists

identified the slippery spectacle as their enemy,

they abandoned the comfortable certainties of

monolithic social, economic, political, and material
formations. Society's new dialectics were dazzlingly

fast, even playful. Proponents of traditional dialecti

cal materialism, Potlatch claimed, had become
trapped by their own "unconditional exaltation of
fixed forms. "82 The capitalist and bureaucratic
spectacle, the situationists argued, had no fixed
form, so neither could its resistance.

And so, rather aptly for an age of resistance

movements in the former empires, situation ism

developed a guerrilla mentality, launching "raid

ing parties" on the power of the spectacle. The

raids would be dispatched from the literal and
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metaphorical space carved out by situation ism.
Situationist space existed iiterally in the situationist

safe havens-the unsanitized parts of Alba, Paris,
Amsterdam, London, and Munich where the

Imaginist Bauhaus, Lettrist Internationai, and
Situationist International felt at home. And it existed

metaphorically in culture, amidst the serendipitous
disorganization of expressionist art, old books, booz
ing, Hegel and Marx. Indeed, while Independent
Group members beiieved that culture would be

reinvigorated by the forces of commerciaiism, the
situationists "detourned" fragments of ancien tra
dition as weapons against nouveau Philistine mate~

rialism. "The literary and artistic heritage of
humanity should be used for partisan propaganda

purposes," wrote Debord, something of a connois

seur in everything from his reading to his food." It

was an attitude with its roots in the Marshall Plan
era, when the French left chose to drink wine

instead of Coke as an act of defiance against
"Coca-Colonisation." Perhaps even more than the

English avant-garde, most situationists were fierce~

iy cuitivated individuals choosing to "rough it,"

one foot in the militancy of wartime Resistance
and postwar austerity, rather than succumb to the

comforts of the spectacle. As Debord was lament
ing by 1988, "Beyond a legacy of old books and

old buildings, still of some significance but des
tined to continual reduction ... there remains
nothing, in culture or in nature, which has not

been transformed, and polluted, according to the
means and interests of modern society."84
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Detournement would permit anyone to take
part in the raids on official culturel weakening the
polarization between "author" and "reader," nulli
fying the importance of attribution, originality, and

intellectual property. "Clashing head-on with all

social and legal conventions," Debord claimed,

detournement "cannot fail to be a powertul cultur
al weapon in the service of a real class struggle.
The cheapness of its products is the heavy artillery
that breaks through all the Chinese walls of under

standing."85 The experiments in detournement that
situationists carried out on literature, political the

ory, and film (all of Debord's films were built
around detournement) were intended as just the

start. The situationists aimed to eventually
"detourn" bits of city.

This inclination to transgress the boundaries
found in culture and cities also characterized the
work of Henri Lefebvre, which was so seamlessly
assimilated by situationism, and vice versa, that for
the purposes of this discussion it is hardly possible

or useful to distinguish the two.8' Lefebvre admit
ted to being inspired by Constant's work of the

early fifties, and he eventually confessed to "a sort

of unfinished love affair with the situationists. "87
Like many situationists, Lefebvre came from a sur
realist background, and the cornerstones of his

thought and those of the situationists were remark
ably similar. Following Huizinga, both looked to

play, spontaneity, and festivity as necessities of

daily life, oppositional forces to bureaucratic plan
ning. Above all, they sought to understand that

moment when people gain insight into the rational

ized and alienated patterns of their everyday lives.

Lefebvre's interpretation of the eruptive "moment"

as embodying "fleeting but decisive sensations (of
delight, surrender, disguise, surprise, horror or out
rage) which were somehow revelatory olthe totality

of possibilities contained in daily existence" could

stand just as well for the situationists' notion of the
"situation."" Both Lefebvre and the situationists

looked to the declaration of the Paris Commune as

history's sublime "moment" and "situation," when
ordinary citizens decided to become self-governing.
"The Commune was the biggest festival of the

nineteenth century," the second situationist thesis
on the Paris Commune declared. "Underlying the

events of that spring of 1871 one can see the

insurgents' feeling that they had become masters

of their own history, not so much on the level of

'governmental' poiitics as on the level of their
everyday life."89 The 1936 election victory of the

French Popular Front, and the liberations of 1945,

were comparable moments of euphoria and fete
actually present in the memories of Lefebvre and of

many situationists.
By the early 1960s, however, Lefebvre and

the situationists had become antagonistic toward
one another. Intellectual competitiveness, as ever,
was one provocation, as when Lefebvre failed to
acknowledge the essay on the Commune written for
him by the situationists. The fundamental disagree

ment, however, was over revolutionary praxis. When
Debord was invited to talk to Lefebvre's Group for
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Research on Everyday Life about the "Perspectives
for Conscious Alterations in Everyday Life," he
sent a tape recording rather than attend in per
son, implying that the academic space of the

Center of Sociological Studies was the last place
in Paris where conscious alterations in everyday
life might actually occur." The situationists regard

ed Lefebvre's voluminous academic dissection of
revolution as inherently suspect: the point of study
ing the "moment" or "situation" was to provoke it
again in the future, not to adapt it as a seminar
topic. Marxist geographer David Harvey writes how
Lefebvre "provocatively though not altogether
unfavourably depicted them [the situationists) as

romantics"; the situationists, in turn, accused
Lefebvre "of failing to appreciate the revolutionary

potential of their own tactic of creating 'situations'
as opposed to what they saw as Lefebvre's more

passive stance of experiencing 'moments' when
they happened to arise. "91

The situationists almost certainly drew their

inspiration for creating, as well as simply experi
encing, "situation," from Jean-Paul Sartre.92 The
very word situation derives from Sartrian existen
tialism, which in the years after the war emerged as

the most influential humanist philosophical move
ment in France and probably in Western Europe.

Sartre'argued that life is a series of given situations
which affect the individual's consciousness and
will, and which must in turn be negotiated by that

individual. Situation ism now presupposed that it
was possible for people to synthesize or manage
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these situations as an act of self-empowerment.
"The life of a person is a succession of fortu
itous situations," Debord complained, "and even
if none of them is exactly the same as another
the immense majority of them are so undifferen
tiated and so dull that they give a perfect
impression of similitude. We must try to construct

situations, that is to say collective ambiances,
ensembles of impressions determining the quali
ty of a moment. "93

Though Lefebvre's loyaily to emplricai rigor
kept situationism at arm's length, he no doubt sym

pathized with its spiril. Like the situationists,

Lefebvre disliked speciaiization. Structuralism was
one exampie that he singied out for criticism. in

his opinion structuralism, rather than redressing
the failures of formaiism and functionalism in the

way so recently promised by Team 10, actually

joined them as a partial model mechanistically

applied by architects." Lefebvre and the situation
ists agreed that a "totalizing," hoiistic approach-a

merging of speciaiisms-was needed to adequately
diagnose the sicknesses of the city.

The situationists, however, were more willing
than either Team 10 or Lefebvre to extend criticism

of specialization even to their own 'professional
practice. Jam idealized "the free artist" as "a pro

fessional amateur," and openly questioned the
iegitimacy of avant-gardism itself, inasmuch as it

constituted another specialism.95 This ostentatious
self-criticism allowed the situationists always to

play the radicai card, no matter how inteiligent or
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useful the contributions of non-situationists might

be, they were inherently compr?mised by their pro
duction and distribution within the milieu of the

spectacular establishment (such as academia) or

bourgeoisie rather than within the "free" situa
tionist aiiiance. "The greatest revolutionary idea

concerning urbanism is not itself urbanistic, tech
noiogical or aesthetic," Debord concluded in his

theses on "The Organisation of Territory." "it is the
decision to reconstruct the entire environment in
accordance with the needs of the power of the

Workers' Councils, of the anti-statist dictatorship of

the proletariat, of enforceable dialogue."" This

enabled the Situationist Internationai to relegate
Lefebvre to a trendy 1960s wave of political, socio

logical, semiological, and psychological readings of

the urban environment (like those of Jane Jacobs,

Kevin Lynch, Fran~oise Choay, Gillo Dorfles, and so

on), All that situationists could do with those read

ings was "detourn" thelli, leaving the Situationist
International alone in opposing the spectacular edi

fice in its totality, armed with a group political pro

gram and constrained neither by allegiance to
academic rigor and objectivity nor to existing sys
tems of planning and construction.

Lefebvre came in for increasingly rough han
dling from the situationists. In 1961, reviewing a

recent Lefebvre article in the Revue franraise de

sociologie, Internationale situationniste insisted
that Lefebvre had not gone far enough in his cri

tique of the teams of architects and sociologists

who were working on urban problems. "Lefebvre's

article too greatly validates work which certainly

has its utility, and its merits, but in a perspective

radically different from ours. The title of his article,

'Experimental Utopia, For a New Urbanism,'
straightaway contains all the equivocation. Because

the method of experimental utopianism ... obvi
ously has to embrace totaiity, that's to say putting it

into action would not lead to a 'new urbanism,' but

to a new usage of life, to a new revolutionary prax
. "97 By this time disagreement over whether itIS.
was possible to address urbanism without r~volu

tionizing the totality had opened rifts within the

Situationist International as well, the French sec

tion rapidly sidelining the sorts of unitary urbanism
t ' 98

envisaged by the Dutch and German sec Ions.
Identify the places in which revolutionary sit

uations might be constructed, the Parisian situa

tionists insisted, rejecting architects' attempts to
merely "Improve" the city through urban design.
Look to the spaces of class struggle, not just at ItS

unfolding through time, the French situationists

challenged other Marxists." David Harvey believes
that it was this challenge that Lefebvre "tacitly

countered" in his later work on urbanization and
the production of space, reframing his idea of the

"moment" as spatia-temporal rather than Just tem
oral.lOO Lefebvre's sequence of major statements

~n urban space came late-Le droit a la ville (The

right to the city) did not appear until 1968, and
the Critique d'espace quotidienne (Cntlque of

everyday space) not until 1974-although other

intellectuals, in particular those gathered around
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the Utople group, founded 1967, were busy blend

ing Lefebvre's measured discussions of urbanism
with the more polemical and intuitive approach of

the situationists.101 Lefebvre came to recognize the
need for a praxis in urban studies if, as Marx had
demanded, philosophy was to change the world

rather than merely interpret it, and his proposed
praxis-"synthesizing objective analysis and 'exper
imental utopia,''' and the deployment of "the

'imaginary' in the production of new concepts of

urban Iife"-was resonant with situationism. 102

Urbanism and power

In the France of the 1950s and 1960s, Lefebvre

and the situationists were confident that dominant

power resided in the state, its capital, and its
med'la; that social interests were more or less c1ass
based; and that the dynamics of society-whether

one looked at the production of time or the produc
tion of space-;:ould still ultimately be explained

through an updated dialectical materialism. "All

space is already occupied by the enemy, which has

even reshaped its elementary laws, its geometry, to
its own purposes," Kotanyi and Vaneigem conclud

ed on behalf of the Situationist International. '03

Some years earlier, Potlatch had started to publish
Jom's neo-Marxist analyses of architecture.
"Architecture is always the ultimate realization of a



Figures 1.18, 1.19

Oscar Niemeyer and Lucio Costa, BrasIlia, 1956-1963: the
ministries, congress domes, and twin secretariat towers at
Three Powers Square, and the Highway Axis passing
through residential districts. Brasflia was one of the modern
movement's most extraordinary achievements, and as such
was despised by the situationists. Like the Ensemble
Maine-Montparnasse in Paris (fig. 1.29), it was briefly fea
tured in Guy Debord's film La societe du spectacle (1973).
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mental and artistic evolution," he argued, because
"it is the materialization of an economic stage... .
Creating an architecture signifies constructing an
ambiance and fixing a way of life."lo4 He was
determined that the struggle between the

"Apollonian" forces of ruling-class order and the

"Dionysian" forces of underclass energy should

become visible in architecture.
It is not difficult to see why architecture and

space, and more particularly the relationship

between the modernist aesthetic and the restruc
turing of society, preoccupied Lefebvre and the sit

uationists. Even as mainstream modernism was on
the wane in avant-garde architectural circles, it was
reaching its apogee in building production world

wide. Two massive projects of the sixties, Le
Corbusier's Chandigarh in India and Lucio Costa

and Oscar Niemeyer's Brasilia in Brazil, conjured
up administrative centers in the desert in ways that
confirmed mainstream modernism's transition from
the rational to the extraordinary, from the revolu

tionary to the bureaucratic (figs. 1.18, 1.19),

Brasilia, Internal;onale s;tual;onn;sle declared, rep
resented "the architecture of functionaries, the
instrument and the microcosm of the bureaucratic
Weltanschauung."105 Rationalist reconstruction and
redevelopment was undertaken with particular zeal
in France, as Lefebvre and the Parisian situation~

ists were only too well aware, haunted by key areas

of the program: the bleak grands ensembles (hous

ing schemes) built around the peripheries of

French cities, the projection of a series of villes
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nouvelles (new towns), and the plans to reshape
Paris as a modernized European hub.

Rationalism was already situation ism's bete
noire, but, to make the provocation even more
unbearable, French postwar rationalism was of a
particularly uncompromising strain. The impact of
the new architecture upon the French popular

imagination could be gauged, for instance, by the

dystopian vision of Jean-Luc Godard's film

Alphaville (1965),106 The peculiarly repetitive

nature of the new architecture was a side effect of
the French mastery of system building, a highly

efficient way of building usually achieved by hang

ing standardized units on reinforced concrete
frames, a technique considered to combine moder
nity with economy. Of course, this construction was
being carried out not by the pioneers of rational

ism, but by a younger generation seizing the oppor
tunity to finally impose something of the visions of

the masters that they had learned in the seminar

room. The ambitions to build the city in the sky,

renew housing, and reorganize traffic circulation
were all still there, but, despite considerable plan

ning powers, projects tended to be piecemeal, the

astonishingly utopian, "clean sheet" visions of the
twenties and thirties, like Le Corbusier's Plan

Voisin for Paris, now something of an anachronism.
In truth the situationists were among the

most megalomaniac heirs of urban;sme, aspirants
to the remaking of the city, while Le Corbusier's

postwar work was marked by a steady transition
into intensely humane and organic work. But it was



easy for them to set up Le Corbusier as the whip
ping boy, laying every iii of rationalism at the feet

of the aging master himseif by interpreting him
solely on the basis of his interwar work. 107 After ail,

even the scaled~down ambition of postwar recon
struction could produce some audacious schemes,
and it was undoubtediy the cursed iegacy of Le
Corbusier and his ClAM colleagues that had

inspired it ail. In desperation Potlatch issued a
"Boycott Order" against the 1956 "Radiant City

Festivai" event heid in Marseilles, a celebration of

Le Corbusier's vision organized under the state
patronage of the Ministry at Reconstruction and
Urbanism that aimed to impose, the International

Lettrists claimed, an official unity upon an avant
garde that ought to be vitai and independent.'OB

What counted as legitimate and benevolent
sociai planning for Le Corbusier, CiAM, and the

generation of planners that was their offspring, rep

resented the bourgeois reorganization of space to
the situationists. In 1923, ciaiming that "big busi
ness is today a heaithy and moral organism," Le

Corbusier had justified urbanism as a choice
between "architecture or revolution," concluding
that social frustration was a result of the workers'

inability to transfer the rationality of the workpiace
to home life and leisure. 109 His version of radical
change was carried through not by the populace but

by the visionary architect-dictator, capable of pian
ning people's lives by first organizing the spaces

and piaces in which they were acted out: tactories,

offices, apartment blocks, sports hails, and cars.
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"Urbanism renders alienation tactile," Debord

and Jorn c1aimed. 'l0 Potlatch compared Le
Corbusier's architecture to the programs, stretch

ing from Plato's RepUblic to the eariy nineteenth

century mystic Pierre-Simon Baiianche's plan for a

"City of Atonement," to design not just the fabric of
the city but the sociai, spiritual, and economic

minutiae of its everyday lite.'" Potlatch dismissed
Le Corbusier as a "cop" and nicknamed him Le
Corbusier-Sing-Sing after the notorious prison.
He was, indeed, "Ie Protestant moduiaire" (the

moduiar Protestant), as if the fashionable Corbusian
modular system for proportioning buildings was

somehow inherently theocratic, an architectural
straitjacket tailored for Le Corbusier's ideal man

(fig. 1.20),112 Anticipating claims made by Henri

Lefebvre, Michel de Certeau, and Michel Foucault

that controi and surveiilance are a principle of
organization In the modern world, the Lettrist

International declared that modernist architecture

"has never been an art" and that "it has on the con

trary always been inspired by the directives of the
police." The iettrists became ever more hysterical:

"today the prison has become the model habitation,

and the Christian ethic triumphs without response,

when one realizes that Le Corbusier aspires to sup

press the street. And he's proud of it. There indeed

is the program: lite definitely partitioned in closed
biocks, in surveiiled societies; the end of chances
for insurrection; automatic resignation." 113

Debord and Jorn's illustration of the principle
was less sophisticated than the Benthamite panop-

,

Figure 1.20

Le Corbusier and others, The Modular, 1942-1948, revised
1954. The modular system of architectural proportions was
based, like Vitruvius's classical system, on the dimensions
of the "ideal" human body, idiosyncratically identified by Le
Corbusier as a six-foot English policeman. The discipline of
the system, situationists felt, augured the reintroduction of
neoplatonic values into every aspect of life.

ticon prison later chosen by Foucault, but it made
the point well enough, the plans of a nineteenth

century prison workhouse floating through the tor
tured space of their Memoires (fig. 1.21).'14

Obsessive control, bequeathed by a succession of
urban authorities, seemed to govern the most inno
cent spaces of everyday life, even in the Lettrist
International's neighborhood pleasure park, "One

can discover at a single glance the Cartesian orga
nization of the so-called 'labyrinth' of the Jardin
des Plantes and the inscription that announces it:

GAMES ARE FORBIDDEN IN THE LABYRINTH.

One could not seek a clearer summary of the spirit
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Figure 1.21

Guy Debord with Asger Jom, page from Memoires
1959, screenprinted book. Debord and Jam apparently
used the plan ofa prison workhouse as a damning metaphor
for their experience of modernity.
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of a whole civilization."1l5 Evidence of the complic
ity of architecture and authority came easily to

hand. Internationale situationniste published a
clipping from the newspaper Le Monde discussing

Interpol's "plans to create . .. a 'bureau of criminal
prevention' .. . to provide architects, engineers,
builders and other specialists with the wide range
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Figure 1.22 (top)

. Capt.'''i2 nature: At Sarce ies. the ,Iano'scape 'reser'vatlon'

'''''''agnar,,'rnOi;Siy reconstl,utec by i;rbar: cia,nners' "',;S,ra

tion feJ,'TI anon,. Urban;StT'e comme '(o:'o,.-:te et reoresenta

tlon 'In:errationa:e s'tuationn:ste. no, 9 (1964).

Figure 1.23 (bottom)

"The town of Mourenx. illustration from anon.. "Critique

de i'urbamsme," Internationale situationniste, no. 6
(11961) Desoite the initial popularity of grands ensembles

and villes '1oL.ve!les iike Sarcelles and Mourenx, situation

'sts Corr2Ct:,y predicted their fang-term social and archftec

tura,:faiiure

of techniques developed and endorsed by the

police In order to prevent criminal offenses."

The situationists' ability to "detourn" eVI

dence like this made urban planning feel sUddenly

unsettling, Urban redevelopment and housing ,;n

postwar France. partly prompted by migration from

the countryside as the nation continued to shift its

economy from an agrarian to an Industrial and

commercial base. were perhaps the most visible

reminders of the presence and power of welfare

capitalism at a time when the French state was

anxious to secure consensus.: - Against the back

ground of the loss of Indochina and the outbreak of

the Algerian war, France under the Fourth Republic

was governed by a string of unstable coalitions.

with police troops prowling the streets of Paris In

1955-1956 In an attempt to keep the peace."

The competition between the left and right wings of

mainstream French politics was stabilized for less

than a decade by De Gaulle's Fifth Republic. con
stituted In 1959.

Barely deterred by the unpopularity of the

grands ensembles. De Gaulle's government

stepped up plans for redevelopment both In Paris

and in the provinces. "One can only admire the

ingenuity of our ministers and our urbanist archi

tects." A.-F, Conord commented In Potlatch In

1954 "SO as to avoid a complete rupture of con

sensus, they have put In place some model slums.

the plans of which serve the four corners of

France. It is the 'barrack' style ".:: Later that

year Potlatch claimea that the French authorities
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were uSing an earthquake in the Algerian city of

Orleansville as a pretext for the creation of "3

premeditated ghetto" that would relocate the

Indigenous population to the outskirts of the city

In "vaguely neo-Corbusian barrack-block hous

ing," much as Algerian immigrants would find

themselves ghettoized on the fringes of Paris Ul

the early 1960s.: Internat/Onale sltuationntste

continued to provide such case studies, citing the

notorious grand ensemble of Sarcelles. bUilt for

blue-collar habitation. and the Ville nouvelle of

Mourenx. to SUbstantiate ItS claim that planners

were uSing housing to literally stratify workers

according to their social and economic status

Iflgs 1.22. 1.23). ~ Mourenxs sudden appear~

ance in his rural homeland of southwest France

shocked Lefebvre as well Into a deeper examina

tion of the prOduction of space,-- The town's

oopulatlon was bound by exclusive employment

to the gas fields and petrochemical complex of

Lacq. InternatiOnale situatiOnniste explained. a~d

labor and social relations enforced at Lacq were

being carefully reproduced In housing at Mourenx

single people were housed in towers, married peo

pie in horizontal blocks, families i~ semi-detached

dwellings. employees With high salaries enjoyed a

Villa to themselves, while managers lived In com

pletely different Cities, The Journal comparea' the

new style of hOUSing to the cold war fashion for

nuclear shelters (fl:g. 1.24): a survival Without life.

Isolating the "'disenfranchised" from their bureau
cratic masters In Parls.--

b
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Figure 1,24

"Peace o' mind." a U.S, advertisement for a domestic

nuclear bunker, illustration from anon.. "Geopolitique de

I'hibernation, " Internationale situationniste, no. 7 (1962).

The shocking "minimum existence" architecture of the cold

war was cheerfully represented by advertisers as another

consumer durable. Capitalism:S capacity to profit from the

threat of death had also been studied by Marshall McLuhan

in his book The Mechanical Bride (1951).

No one could deny that urban reorganization

has been a stock response among modern states

faced with social instability, a process usually

involving slum clearance and the improvement of

communications, Thesis 172 of Debord's Society of

the Spectacle quoted Lewis Mumford's The City In

History: ;'With the present means of long-distance

mass-communication, sprawling isolation has

proved an. effective method of keeping a SOCI

ety under control."::2 Situationists believed that

the priority of reconstruction was the viability of

government rather than the Improvement of living

conditions. Constant. for example. dismissed the

Corbusian ville verte (green city) as a "quasi-social

space" where "roads. logically formed for circula

tion. are only marginally used as places of

encounter.":2~ The situationists, following genera
tions of revolutionaries and avant-gardists before

them. identified the street as the space of "real

life" In the city,:2: What was needed, Constant

argued, was not the opening of excessive urban

space but ItS infilling: "if an intimate relation

between environment and behavior IS to be pro

duced, the bUilt-up area is indispensable" (figs,

1.25, 1.26, 1.27),'"

The production of excess space only encour

aged the capitalist "circulation of things and of

human beings trapped in a world of things," too
dear a price for fringe benefits like spectacular vis

tas.:2~ This, the sltuationists claimed, had been

the result of Paris's key urbanist projects

Haussmann's, from 1853, and a century later its
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natural successor, postwar redevelopment-and so

in a sense situationists simply brought the skepti

cism of the radical intelligentsia up to date. In the

time of surrealism. Walter Benjamin had produced

a lengthy critique of Haussmannization. and Louis

Aragon's anger at ongoing Haussmannesque rede

velopments was clearly articulated in his 1926

book Le paysan de Pans (Paris peasant). :20

The passing of time enabled the sltuationists

to see where urbanism had been heading. By 1963

the group had identified the impact upon cities of

what we might today refer to as "late capitalism."

The development of monopoly capitalism demand

ed ever greater urban cultural homogeneity-even

leveling off extremes of deprivation and ostentation:

Modern capitalism-concentrated and highly developed

capitalism-inscribes onto the scenery of life the fusion

~l

Figures 1,25, 1.26, 1.27

Constant, Illustrations from "Une autre vi//e pour une autre

Vie, Internationa';e situatlonniSte. no, 3 (1959):

top: A quarter of a traditional town. "Quasi-social space: the

street. The streets. logica//y formed for circulation. are only

marginally used as places of encounter, "

middle: A Co.rbuslan vd'e verte, ··Isolated unites d'habitaton.

SOCial-minimum space: encounters only occur by chance

of what used to be opposed as the positive and negative

poles of alienation: a sort of equalizer of alienation,

.. , The new cities are laboratories of this stifling soci

ety: from Vallingby in Sweden to Bessor in Israel where

all forms of leisure are to be united in one single center,

without forgetting the housing project in Aviles that sig

nals the neo-capitalist development now reaching

Spain, Simultaneously, the disappearance of the "urban

jungle" that corresponded to free market capitalism

in all its lack of comfort, its luxuries, and its adven
tures-continues apace, The center of Paris is

radically restructured by the organization of automobile

traffic: the quays transformed into highways, Place
Dauphine into an underground parking garage,129

Defending urban mix

If the city was becoming enslaved to late capital

ism, then sooner or later Its cultural mix, its "mar

gins," Its ethnic and working-class ghettos. would

disappear, Between 1954 and 1974 the number of

workers living within the Ville de Paris declined by

44 percent. displaced by rebulidlng and rent-hiked

gentrification to the suburbs beyond the Boulevard

peripherique. while the number of inhabitants

belonging to the cadres supeneurs (management

classes) increased by 51 percent.:~- In the later

1950s, Parisian sltuationists, who In the early part

of the decade could stlii take the remarkable
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and indiVidually, in corridors and in the park. Circulation
dominates everything. ,.

bottom: The principle of a covered city. '''Spatial plan'

Suspended collective habitation: stretched out over all the

town and separated from circulation. which passes over and

under," This was the solution that Constant pursued in his

New Babylon.
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in its "campaign" to save the scruffy Rue Sauvage
at the back of the Gare d'Austerlitz in the 13th

Arrondissement. "But the civil barracks which are
erected in their place have a gratuitous ugliness
that calls for the dynamiters. "137 For the Lettrist

International, the Rue Sauvage was not so much a
candidate for straightforward conservation as a
reference point for assessing the impact of per
functory urban redevelopment. Today, only traces

ancestor), the International Lettrists piayed up their

role-"Do you honestly believe a gentleman can
amuse himself in Soho?," they asked the editor of

The Times. l35 Like new gentlemen of leisure, pro
moting their "revolutionary" motto of Ne travaiflez
jamais (Never work), they reserved a sort of ancien

. f P . 136disdain for the petit-bourgeoIs areas 0 ans.
"We are not attached to the charm of

ruins," the Lettrist International once emphasized
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Figure 1.28

Derelict frontages of the former Rue Sauvage, 13th
Arrondissement. The Lettrist International "campaigned"
for the preservation of the Rue Sauvage as an increasingly
rare example of Paris without spectacle. It has since disap
peared from street maps, to be absorbed into apartment
blocks and the sidings of the Gare d'Austerlitz,

native travei agency," providing tours of cuitural

"others" that could be reached on foot from the
Lettrist International's headquarters near the Place

de la Contrescarpe. Of the Chinese quarter, our

guide simply noted that "the inhabitants are very

poor. They prepare complicated dishes, of little
nutrition and strongiy spiced." He located the

working-class stronghold of Aubervilliers, on the

northeast edge of the city, thus: "Having taken the

route toward the north, a two-hour walk, one arrives
at a place calied Aubervilliers, a plain cut with

unusable canals. The climate there is cold, and

snow falls frequentiy.... The inhabitants, very
poor, speak fluent Spanish. They await the revolu
tion. They piay the guitar and they sing."132

And while situationists' alertness to the

class and racial conflict that produced ghettos

was fitting in an era of increasing residential
segregation-de facto in, say, Chicago, and explic

it in South Africa-their own encounters with the
ghetto could be immature or deiiberately provoca

tive, delighting in the frisson of long and loud

drinking sessions in Yiddish, Polish, and Aigerian

bars. 133 Only occasionally was this half-real, half
imagined situationist city infringed by socioeco
nomic practicaiity; Potlatch was once moved to
complain that the Abbepierre's emergency Red

Cross winter shelter had spoiied the view at a
favorite lettrist haunt, the Square "des Missions

Etrangeres. 134 Effortlessly merging the legacies of

avant-garde revolutionary with those of flaneur
and precieux (the dandy's seventeenth-century
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socia-architectural unevenness of their city for
granted, made a last tour of the old neighborhoods,

recording them for posterity, fastidiously avoiding
the fluid traffic of the boulevards in favor of the
still pools and backwaters of the city.

The situationist "drifter" was the new fIOneur
(the Parisian "stroller," dandy spectator of the

urban scene who had emerged in the early nine
teenth century and was later celebrated in the writ
ings of Charles Baudelairel. Like the flaneur, the

drifter skirted the old quarters of the city in order to
experience the flip side of modernization. And situ

ationist writing carried over some of the flaneurs
cavalier attitudes; page upon page passionately

denounced alienation and extolled revolution, but
the reader was only directed toward a deeper

understanding of the ghetto-dwellers' real lives with

a nonchalant wave of the hand. Situationists
mythoiogized the poor as fellow travelers on the

urban margins, treating the ghetto as an urban
asset rather than an urban ill. "We hold that the so

calied modern town-planning which you recom

mend," the iettrists told The Times newspaper in
London, "is fatuously idealistic and reactionary.

The sale end of architecture is to serve the pas

sions of men." The projected demolition of
London's Chinatown, they went on, "must obvious

ly make England more boring than it has in recent
years already become."131

The group provided some splendidly face
tious descriptions of Paris's various ethnic quartiers.
Jacques Filion joked about establishing an "alter-
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Figure 1.29

Lopez, Beaudoin, and de Marien, Ensemble Maine
Montparnasse, Paris, 1966-1973. Debord's fODtage of the
Ensemble, for his 1973 film La societe du spectacle, testi
fied to the reshaping of an area that had served as the head
quarters to the bohemian avant-garde in the first half Df the
twentieth century. Once it was completed, most Parisians
considered the spectacular height of the Tour Montparnasse
to be an unacceptable intrusion into the Parisian skyline.

of Rue Sauvage can be detected in frontages and

cobblestones, and by the 1970s the 13th
Arrondissement as a whole was being transformed
from its traditional mix of factories and working
class housing into a modernist swath of new
housing and offices, centered on the Place
d'italie (fig. 1.28),

Its fate was sealed in the very years of situa
tlonism's formation, from the early 1950s to the

early 1960s, when the most serious plans for the

future of Paris were being drawn up. The scale of
postwar redevelopment planned for Paris in those

years, once the urgent need to rebuild towns
destroyed in the departements (provinces) had
been met, was unprecedented since Haussmann. It
has been estimated that at least a third of the old

Ville de Paris disappeared. The pians of which sit

uationists would have first been aware were those
of the Conseil Municipal de Paris, intent upon the

removal of the officially designated i/ots insalubres

(insalubrious blocks) as a way of renewing Parisian
habitation and of improving traffic circulation. In
addition, the return to power of De Gaulle in 1958

accelerated policies that envisaged Paris redevel
oped as a rapidly expanding tertiary center servic

ing Europe as a whole. The slick and slightly
vacuous image of the new Paris was pondered in
Debord's film La societe du spectacle as the cam

era swept Raymond Lopez's Ensemble Maine
Montparnasse, a business complex for 21,000

people, with a tower boasting fifty-six floors but no
other architectural distinction, a development
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approved unanimously by the Conseil Municipal
(fig. 1.29).

A massive plan, Haussmannian in ambition,
neo-Corbusian in style, led by the Gauilist councilor

Andre Thirion in the early 1950s, proposed the
redevelopment of "peripheral" quartiers and the

removal of the indigenous workingMclass population
from a large triangular district bounded by Gare
Saint-Lazare, Gare du Nord, and Place de la

Republique to "nearby suburbs," making way for

commerce and for the creation of a new urban

Figures 1.30, 1.31

Before-and-after models of the redevelopment of the !Iot
Dupin, Rue Saint-Placide, 6th Arrondissement, c. 1958.
Part of the so-calfed "Reconquest Df Paris" and cDmplete
by 1961, this replacement of architectural jumble by a
modern municipal slab block typified the sort Df redevelop
ment that the situationists disliked.

motorway network with roads fifty to sixty meters

wide. The plan was defeated only narrowly in
1951, and schemes continued to flow through the

Conseil Municipal and the superior Prefecteurs
throughout the fifties. Between 1953 and 1958
the Conseil was guided by the Corbusian principle

of "reconquering the sun" through the ville verte,
the instrument so bitterly criticized by the situa

tionists, and in 1954 Lopez, backed by the coun

cilor Bernard Lafay, launched a new round of
modernization proposals tackling the first ten
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arrondissements of Paris, the historic core of the
city.'38 The Conseil's vacillation ultimately pleased

no one. The numerous, if relatively minor, incursions
that were realized disrupted the urban grain. For
example, the flat Dupin in the 6th Arrondissement,

a couple of blocks away from the lettrist haunt of

Square des Missions Etrangeres, cleared the pre
ferred situationist urban scene of tight, jumbled

buildings and spaces in favor of a slab block with
off-street parking (figs. 1.30, 1.31). Meanwhile the

massive schemes for housing around the Parisian
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detective work by borrowing the title of The Naked

City from the famous 1948 drama-documentary film
of detectives at work in New York City. Watching the

film The Naked City, M. Christine Boyer has noted,

one has the impression of an urban space recon
structed, of a city that was otherwise on the brink
of disappearance, "no longer experienced directly

by pedestrians" as it became "abandoned for the

suburbs, fragmented by urban renewal, and tor
mented by the automobile,"I4l Debord and Jam's

Naked City conveyed much the same effect.

Each case study of the subsequent redevel

opment of the Parisian "Naked City," it seems,
illustrates the verity of situationist claims that

urbanisme represented a drive to rationalize,
homogenize, and commercialize the socioeconomic
diversity of Paris. The right-hand edges of the

Guide psychogeographique and The Naked City

showed the Gare de Lyon, now surrounded by the
office developments that were encouraged near
main railway stations by the strategic plan for Paris

in the early 1960s.142 Across the Seine, in the 5th
Arrondissement, the maps included the old Halle

aux Vins (the wine market, built in 1664 and

rebuilt 1808-1819). Only five years after the maps
were made, the serried wine stores, separated by

tree-lined avenues that bore names as romantic as
Rue de Champagne, Rue de la Cote d'Or, and
Preau des Eaux de Vie (Champagne street, Gold

coast street, Courtyard/playground of the waters of
life), would be evicted for the University of Paris's

Faculty of Sciences on the Rue Jussieu (fig. 1.33).

Figure 1.33

Gassan and Albert, University of Paris Faculty of Sci~'nt~~"

(later the Universites Paris VI-Paris VfI), Paris, begun
1962. The construction of the Faculty flattened the site of
the old Halle aux Vins (wine market) featured in Debord and
Jam's psychogeographic maps.
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To some extent Debord and Jom's situation
ist maps, the Guide psychogeographique de Paris

of 1956 and The Naked City of 1957, served as

guides to areas of central Paris threatened by rede

velopment, retaining those parts that were still
worth visiting and disposing of all those bits that

they felt had been spoiled by capitalism and
bureaucracy (fig. 1.32).140 The deductions were

made by "drifting" around the city, looking for evi

dence about the condition of contemporary Parisj
Debord and Jam emphasized the rigor of their

\

matter-of-fact design simultaneously mourned the loss of
old Paris, prepared for the city of the future, explored the
city's structures and uses, criticized traditional mapping,
and investigated the relationship between language, narra~

tive, and cognition.

always too expensive," the historian Pierre
Couperie noted in 1968. "Because of this, in 1966

from 15,000 to 30,000 new dwellings were
vacant, unsold despite the persistent crisis.... At

the same time, the irresponsible choice of automo
biles over adequate housing aggravated these evils
and created new ones."139

THE. NAKED CITY
ILLUSTRATION DE L'HYPOTHUE DES 'LAQUIS

TOURNA.US EN 'SYCH08E08RAPHIQUE

Figure 1.32

Guy Debord with Asger Jorn, The Naked City: illustration de
J'hypotMse [sic] des plaques tournantes en psychogeo
graphique [sic], 1957, screenprint. This, the second and
simpler of Debord and Jam's psychogeographic maps (com
pare fig. 1.5), was by far the most famous image to come
out of situationism, and perhaps deservedly so. Its arresting,

periphery-in 1954 alone the Conseil approved the
construction of about four thousand flats-failed to

stem the city's housing problem, a frightening com
pound of escalating rents, immigration, overcrowd
ing, and inadequate sanitation. "New housing was
on the average too small, often badly constructed
(1/4 of these 'new slums' should be destroyed), and
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The attentive pedestrian can still find pieces of

the walls of the Halle aux Vins on the fringes of

the new Universite, where the cash to finish the

demolition of the old and construction of the new

dried up. Here is old Paris ravaged by Cartesian

excess. Exactly as the situationists seemed to be

warning us, the social is implicated in the aes

thetic: Jussieu's nightmarish corridors, vertigi
nous stairwells, and campus deserts, fashioned

from Mton brut to meet the demand for popular

higher education, barely conceal an indifference

for their users.

In 1959 it was officially decided to preserve

the "urban and social tissue" of the core, but in a

way that was barely less distasteful to situationists.

They were not the only critics sickened by the poli

cies of Andre Malraux, De Gaulle's new Minister of

Culture, whose passion for sanitizing and gentrify

ing the old as a complement to the new presented

an official image of the city just as surely as

wholesale reconstruction. 143 And then there was

the issue of what was "officially" historic. Since
opinion over the role of historic buildings tran

scended party division and was only part of a wider

debate that concerned traffic and social manage

ment, the authorities' hesitation over the. extent of

renovation and conservation cannot be taken as

evidence of a properly conservationist strand in the
1950s, and situationism constituted a lone and

ignored voice in the debate. By the 1960s main

stream French conservationist opposition was a lit
tle more coherent-eonsternation over the possible
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excesses of modernism was felt in the debate about

the height and location of Parisi~n tower blocks, for

instance-but as late as 1965 the influential coun

cilor and journalist Alex Moscovitch would exploit

the obsessions with hygiene that dominated French

modernization, carrying the day with a lecture

impatiently titled with the rhetorical question "Are

the slums of Paris sacred?"

To confuse the old with the ancient, to shed crocodile
tears over those dilapidated tumbledowns, stinking and

without character, on the pretext that they are two hun·

dred years old, and that during those two centuries they

have sheltered generations of scrofula sufferers l44 and
consumptive children, is that to create a work of cul
ture, of spiritual elevation, and of good tasle? Must it

confer the right to treat as "destroyers" and "vandals"
all those who are nol snobs of restored slums, allthose

who prefer modern comfort, hours of sunshine, any
where that authentic masterpieces of architecture are
unlikely 10 be put in peril?14'

The Marais, a fabulous and historic slum

composed of rotting aristocratic hotels particuliers
(residential mansions), and briefly home to situa

tionists Guy Debord and Michele Bernstein,

appeared as chunks floating in the northeast cor

ners of the situationist maps.l46 Unlike, say, the

Halle aux Vins, the Marais was generally recog

nized as worthy of conservation, its fate being

debated within the Conseil Municipal from as early

as 1946. The president of the Consell Municipal

Figure 1.34

"Internal currents and external communications of Les
Hailes," figure from Abdelhafid Khatib, "Essai de
description psychogeographique des Hailes,"
Internationale situationniste, no. 2 (1958). Khatib's
report was one of the few psychogeographic accounts to
be published in Internationale situationniste.

in 1946-1947, a self-proclaimed admirer of

Haussmann, had suggested that historic buildings

could be simply moved out of the way, rebuilt, per

haps, around the Marais as a sort of open-air muse

um, precisely the sort of solution dreaded by the

situationists, who complained of the tendency "to

restore a few old urban spots as sights of touristic

spectacle, a simple extension of the principle of

the classical museum by means of which an entire

neighborhood can become a monument."147 No

such official patronage extended to the Marais's

neighbors, the decrepit Beaubourg (Iiteraliy trans

lated it means "beautiful village," an irony that

doubtless delighted situationists) and the market

piace of Les Hailes, placed at the very centers of

the situationist maps. At the time, the spectacle of

modernization had bypassed this part of Paris. It

was a recognizably working-class area, where

pedestrians rather than motorized traffic had priori

ty on the streets, and where commercial exchange

stiil took place over transitory market stalls, or in

smali shops, rather than in the chic boutiques or

monolithic department stores a iittle further north

and west. Here in the center of iate-fifties Paris,

Debord and Jorn correctly identified a gap in the

Parisian spectacle.
Its vulnerability merited its celebration.

Since the 1930s the Parisian authorities had been

determined to modernize the area. The Plateau

Beaubourg section of Ilot no. 1, once designated as

the worst slum in Paris, was razed to the ground in

the 1930s, much as Haussmann had fiatlened the
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medieval quarter on the lie de la Cite, on the pre

text that it was an unsanitary harbor of prostitution

and tuberculosis. The Plateau was left as wasteland

and used as a truck park during market hours for

Hailes, which' was scheduled to move out to the

suburbs as part of the regionai plan. 148

Pianners toyed with the space throughout

the iate fifties and sixties. Les Hailes, they envis

aged, would be demolished and excavated for the

central Paris interchange of the new RER Metro,

with transformation of the area sure to follow

through a combination of state and private capital

providing for parking, shopping, and offices. By

1966 a lobby of conservationists and left-wingers,

opposed to the loss of low-rent housing and space

for artisan trades as well as of historic buildings,

was combining to throw the Hailes plans into disar

ray, yet in a sense the battle was already lost.

Nothing could save the unselfconscious atmos

phere at Hailes that the situationists had loved,

scrupulousiy surveyed by Abdelhafid Khatib for
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ically great modern painting, and information,
sheathed in a brash functionalism, represented one
of the purest and most refined forms of spectade,

an attraction more popular than the Eiflel Tower.
Profoundly divorced from the sort of radical locai

initiative implied by situationist urbanism,
Beaubourg seemed to be one more piece of territo
ry lost in the battle for urban space.

heart of Paris that had opened two decades earlier with the
situationists' psychogeographic surveys. A chapel in·Sainf
Eustache houses Raymond Mason's elegiac sculpture The
Departure of the Markets, 1969.
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Figure 1.36

Bofill, de la Tour d'Auvergne, Vasconi, Pencreac'h, and oth
ers, Forum des Hailes, Paris, c. 1976-1980, with the six
teenth-century church of Saint-Eustache in the background.
The new park and sunken shopping and entertainment com
plex finally replaced the ancient market of Hailes, bringing
to an end a protracted and unsatisfactory struggle over the

Johnson, Tomas Maldonado, Bruno Zevi, Jean
Nouvel, and Jean Baudrillard, among many others

(fig. 1.36).150 No amount of expertise in city

surgery could put the heart back into Paris.

It was surely no coincidence that 1968 also
found President Georges Pompidou personally

throwing Beaubourg's fate open to an international
architectural competition for a "happening" library,

gallery, and cultural center. Remarkably, neither of
the winning architects, Renzo Piano and Richard

Rogers, was French. Yet the project as a whole was

dedicated to the French conception of la gloire,

that special combination of personal and national
vainglory.151 In fairness to Piano and Rogers, their
brilliant building was surely preferable, socially and

aesthetically, to most of the megastructures that

had competed for the site (fig. 1.37). Rogers even

pleaded with the French president himself to pre

serve Baltard's old glass and green iron Hailes mar
ket building, a structural exemplar to which

Rogers's work paid homage, and no one should

doubt the sincerity of Rogers's own radicalism at
the time-his 1969 manifesto was the very embod
iment of sixties technological utopianism, claiming
that "technology offers the possibility of a society

without want, where, for the first time, work and
learning need only be done for pleasure, and the

age-old capitalist morality of earning one's keep,

the backbone of the existing power structure, would
be eliminated."I" But the plain fact was that the

Centre National d'Art et de Culture Georges

Pompidou, a showcase for industrial design, canon-

May events, prOViding popUlist competition for the

officially sanctioned Festival du Marais. The market

halls were demolished in 1971, ingloriously
cleared for "Ie grand trou," the big hole that was
eventually filled in with the RER and a sunken

shopping and entertainment center, the somewhat

dismal outcome of a planning process that attract
ed the attention of the biggest names in urban

thinking-Henri Lefebvre, Roland Barthes, Philip

make psychogeography into a reasoned method, Khatib's
and Debord's representations of Hailes were really love let
ters to Paris. The market halls were demolished in 1971.

Internationale situationniste and panned by

Debord's camera in his 1959 movie Sur Ie passage

de quelques personnes a travers une assez courte
unite de temps ("On the passage of a few people

through a rather brief moment in time") (figs.
1.34, 1.35).149 The market itself, which had met

on the site since the late twelfth century, departed

in 1968, its place taken for a while by the displays
and happenings accompanying the revolutionary

Figure 1.35

"Numerous views of dawn at Les Hailes, " still from Sur Ie
passage de quelques personnes atravers une assez CQurte
unite de temps, dir. Guy Debord, 1959, reprinted in Guy
Debord, Contre Ie cinema (1964). Despite their efforts to
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Figure 1.37

Richard Rogers and Renzo Piano, Centre National d'Art et
de Culture Georges Pompidou, Paris, 1977. There was a
tremendous irony in the way the Pompidou Centre filled the
Beaubourg void at the center of the psychogeographic
maps: a building and piazza embodying the urban spectacle
that situationists had fought, yet at the same time a struc
ture that paid homage to many of the principles of "flexibil
ity" and "participation" that they had promoted.

When writing about the struggle against
the spectacle, the situationists were fond of
military metaphors, and at Beaubourg one can
see why. Were it not for the authoritarian super~

vision of the Centre's construction by Robert
Bordaz, a state councilor whose previous work
included the evacuation after Dien Bien Phu,
Beaubourg would still be a hole in the ground. '53

Or it might harbor the sort of radicalized popu
lation that had put its head above the wall in
May 1968, just prior to Pompidou's announce
ment of the Beaubourg competition. If, as the
situationists claimed, the May events were evi
dence of a spontaneous popular will, then the
Centre Pompidou looked like a blatant attempt
to manage that will. Even Rogers's biography
noted that "the police presence was still over
whelming in Paris in 1971-none of the Piano &

Rogers team had ever seen so many armed police
on the streets. "154

In 1977 Jean Baudrillard, who as a mem
ber of the Utopie group a decade earlier had
been profoundly affected by Lefebvre and the
Situationist International, published a text on
L'effet Beaubourg (The Beaubourg effecll to coin
cide with the opening of the Centre. Dismissing
the Centre as "a monument of cultural dissua
sion," Baudrillard cheerily offered the apocalyptic
vision of the Beaubourg's steel frame buckling
under the weight of the masses. ISS Within the
Beaubourg machine, he felt, humanism would
finally collapse into populism. Since the Second
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World War the situationists and others had been
demanding the space and technology for sponta
neous popular culture. In the wake of an attempt
ed revolution, the state had, in ettect, called the
avant-garde's bluff. '56 In 1989 the Beaubourg
hosted the retrospective exhibition on the
Situationist International.
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